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PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS
Introduction
.
De finit ion : A photo-electric cell is either a system which :-
(1) Is capable of converting light energy directly into
electrical energy,
(2) Or changes its resistance under the influence of light
rays.
Types*
(I; Contain no solution (photo-electric effect)*
(2) Contain solution With dissolved electrolyte.
(3) Changes resistances with light.
Discuss ion of Type I*
(a) Historical and development.
(b) Characteristics.
(1) Relation of photo-electric effect to light intensity.
(2) Relation of photo-electric effect to temjerature.
(3) Relation of photo-electric effect to light wave-1 eng th.
(4) Relation of photo-electric effect to the angle of light
(5) Relation of photo-electric effect to the voltage
applied.
Co) (6) Fatigue.
(c) Theory explaining action.
(d) Uses.

Discussion of Type II .
(a) Historical and development,
(b) Characteristics.
I
(1) Relation of photo-electric effect to light intensity.
(2) Relation of photo-electric effect to wave length.
(3) Fctigue.
(c) Theory explaining action.
(d) Uses.
Discussion : - Relation of both types.
Dl scuss ion of Type III.
(a) HistoriCcr<l and development.
(b) Characteristics.
(1) Relation of voltage to intensity of* light.
(2) Relation of voltage to the v;ave length of light.
(3) Relation of voltage to the angle of light.
(4) Relation of voltage to the temperature.
(5) Relation between the resistance of selenium and the
voltage.
(c) Theory explaining action.
(d) Uses,
gumma ry .
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1INTRODUCTION

ID
A photo-electric cell is a system capable of converting light
energy directly into electrical energy, or one which changes its
resistance under the influence of light rays, ^en a beam of light
falls upon a surface of metallic potassium, electrons are lib-
erated in number directly proportional to th<? light intensity
over a wide range. This is known as photo-electric effect. This
is an example of the first type of photo-electric cell. The sel-
enium cell which has high resistance in the dark but small resist-
ance in the light is an example of the second type.
Light is now regarded as an electro-magnetic disturbance
and a change in electrification is regarded as due to the addit-
ion or removal of negative electrons. Thus a photo-electrical
change is the result of the liberation of negative electrons under
the influence of electro-magnetic waves. In many cases the change
in electrification is easily detected, but there are also ir conn-
ection with it nary other observed phenomena of secondary charact-
er, such as; the change in the electrical resistance of a body
due to illumination, fluorescence, phosphorescence, and all photo-
chemical transformations.
It is Interesting to trace the theories of light to the pres-
ent. Plato supposed that the interference of a flux from the eye
with a kindred flux from a source of light constituted the datum
of sense, a visual appearance. The second condition was wanting
in darkness and so the circuital condition not being fulfilled,
nothing was seen. The doctrine of ocular beams seems crude, but
modern physiol^j has restated Plato's hypothesis in the form

that percipience and the direction of attention are correlated
to an efferent nerve current. Although Plato does not specify
the carriers of his streams of light. Lucretius regarded the
ocular beams as species of levers by which the eye felt or "pulp-
ed" the object. However, Pythagoras supposed that vision was excit-
ed by small particles emitted by visible objects. This was known
as the corpuscular theory.
Opposed to this view was Aristotle who thought that light was
not a substance in any sense, but a peculiar quality or action
(energeia) of a pellucid medium, which intervened between the ob-
ject and the eye. Color was a minor, light a major activation of
this medium.
We are acquainted with energy only as associated with matter,
so much so that matter has been defined as the vehicle of energy.
Consequently two distinct and intelligible methods of representing
the propagation and nature of light have boen conceived. The first,
the emission theory which was elaborated by Newton assumes that a
luminous body as such, «ontinually emits small particles, or lumin-
ous corpuscles, of extreme minuteness in all directions. These part-
icles are projected from the body and travel through space with the
velocity, carrying with them their kinetic energy; that is their
energy of motion. In this theory it is also proved that light travel
at a greater velocity from a hot body. This theory accounts at once
for such general phenomenon as the rectilinear propagation, and re-
flection of light. Many facts which the emission theory has failed
to explain have been satisfactorily accounted for by the second
theory (the wave theory), which supposes light to be due to a per-
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iodi« disturbance in a medium called ethero
This second theory is known as the Wave Theory. A luminous body
is the source of disturbante in the ether, whith is propagated in
in waves throughout all space. These waves falling upon the eye excite
the sense of vision. They travel with the velocity of light, end carry
energy from the body which produced them to that by which they are
absorbed. Fresnel worked out the elastic solid theory .When sound is
traveling through air the vibrations of air are longitudinal, that
is in the direction in which the sound is traveling. Solids on the
other hand, are capable of transmitting both kinds of vibrations, but
with a velocity enormously less than that of light. The elasticity of
the either has consequently been assumed to be somewhat of the nature
of that of an elastic solid, but the propagation of light by it on
this hypothesis is encumbered by several difficulties.
Maxwell was responsible for the electromagnetic theory of the lum-
inous vibration. The electromagnetic theory teaches us nothing further
than the elastic solid theory as to its nature, but rather asserts
that whatever the change may be, it is the same in kind as that which
occurs in the ether when the charge of an electrified body is altered
or reversed. It reduces light and heat waves to the same category as
waves of electric polarisation, the only quality of the latter required
to constitute the former is sufficient rapidity of alternation.
The most recent theory is the Quantum Theory worked out by Pohr
and Einstein. The characteristic feature of the quantum theory
ifl that the transference of energy to or from the radiant form
is not continuous but takes place in small finite units. An unex-
plained peculiarity of the theory is the necessary assumption of
the variation of the unit of energy from one wave length to another.
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The unit of energy is directly proportional to the frequency of the
radiant energy, and is therefore equal to hn, where n is the freq-
uency and h is the constant known as Planck's constant. Kence if the
I
energy is completely transferred to the photo electron when light ion-
izes a molecule, the energy of the photo electron should he proportional
to the frequency of light. Experiments have shown quite definitely
that this is the case. When the quantum theory was first applied to the
photo-electric effects it was assumed that the light nes molecular in
structure, each "molecule" or unit containing an amount of energy hn
which could not te subdivided, and therefore on interaction with matter
was wholly transfered to the photo electron. The theory is such a rad-
ical departure from the classical views of the nature of radiant energy
that many attempts have been made to explain the results on lines more
In accordance with the older ideas.
The influence of light on the formation of green color in plants
and the converse bleaching in darkness was noted by Aristotle (350 E.C.).
Ray, the botanist distinguished the action of light, from that of
air in plant growth.
The Prussian Chancellor, Bestucheff, the discoverer of iron tinct-
ure, noticed that the color was discharged in the sunlight, but rec-
overed to some extent in darkness, so that he may be credited with the
discovery of the reversibility of photo-chemicr 1 action.
The most work done in connection with the chemical production of
light was by Baldwin with his phosphor- fused Ca(NO-)-. Brandt in 1575
discovered phosphorous. In 1727, Schultz noticed the light sensitive-
ness of horn silver, AgCl.
Priestly supported the emission corpuscular view of light.
Scheele was the first to use the spectrum photo-chemically
.
Senebiers noted that alcoholic tinctures of plant pig nents , such
o-
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as chlorophyll, were bleached by light, especially In the presence
of air.
Berthollet (1785), the prophet of the Mass Law ,of chemical
action noted the decomposition of water by chlorine in sunlight.
This led to the construction of the first chemical photometer
or actinometer by De Saussure made from paper soaked in vegetable
extracts, which he employed in his meteorological observations in
the High Alps.
In the "Essay on Combustion" by Mrs. Fulhaume, ( 1794) , the nec-
essity of the presence of water for the reduction of metal salts
is mentioned.
In 1800, W. Hershell made the discovery of the infra 'red reg-
ion of the spectrum and Ritter (1801), noticed the action of the
ultra-violet rays on silver chloride*
In 1802, Wedgewood and Day were taking photographs on paper
treated with silver salts, but could not fix them.
Thomas Young and J.B. Seebeck both made contributions in regard
to silver compounds.
Gay Lussac and Thenard (I809-I8I0), discovered the influence of
light on chlorine and hydrogen and on chlorine and ethylene,
Davy opposed this view. He thought also that the more refrang-
ible rays exert a reducing action, the less refrangible rays exert
an oxidizing action.
Planche noticed the lit;ht sensitiveness of a variety of other
salts of metals, IlgCl^ and ammonium oxalate. Brandenburg worked
on raanganese salts.
Grothus (1818), endeavoured to combine the known facts Into
a body of generalizations, based on the electro-chemical theony
11
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of Davy and Berzelius: "0n3y the rays absorbed are effective in
producing chemical change." A ray of light is therefore a line
along which the elements of neutral electricity arrange themselves
in polar fashion. There is not actual preparation involved, but
only the tendency to the separation and to alternating molecular
recombination of the same." In its remarkable prevision of the
electro-chemical nature of light, Grothus was much in advance of
his time.
Ritter, Hershel and Becquerel advocated the theory that the
short waves of great refrangibility exert a reducing action, as
opposed to the oxidizing action of the longer waves of greater
refrangibility
.
The first observation directly in connection with photo-electricity
ity was made in 1887 by Hertz
o
tte noticed that when ultra-violet light fell upon a spark gap,
an ordinary flame, or an electric arc. The greater the source of
light employed, the more powerful the effect.
The next year Wiedermann and Ebert showed that the action has
its seat in the cathode, or negative terminal of the spark gap.
In the same year Hallwachs discovered that a body carrying a
negative charge of electricity readily loses the charge when the
ultra-violet light falls upon it; on the other hand, if the body
is positively charged, it is not discharged under the influence of
light. This is generally referred to as the Hallwachs effect, its
great significance lies in the fact that there is here a difference in
in positive and negative electrification which lias helped to dev-
elop the electron theory.
Later Hallwachs and Righi showed independently that a body care-
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fully insulated, and at the outset free from charge, would
acquire a positive charge if exposed to ultra-violet light.
The experiments were carried out with polished metal plates.
Experimental methods for studying the photo-electric discharge
were developed by Hook, Righi and Stoletow. If an electric field
is applied by making the illuminated metal form one plate of an
air condenser, the second plate of which is charged positively
by a battery, the continuous current produced can be measured
by a quadrant electrometer or e sensitive galvanometer. By apply-
ing a sufficient potential difference the current becomes approx-
imately independent of the electric field, and this "saturation"
current may be regarded as a measurement of the photo-electric
activity of the metal.
In 1889, Elster and Geitel showed that electropositive bodies
such as Na and K manifest photo-electric activity when exposed
to ordinary light. Rubidium which is still more electro-positive
loses a negative charge when illumine ted by the light from a glass
rod which is just heated to redness. Less electropositive met-
als show smaller activity, yet even metals such as Zn and Al ex-
hibit the photo-electric effect when exposed to the sunlight; but
this is only the case when the surfaces are freshly polished. If
the plated are allowed to stand in air, their activity rapidly
diminishes. This is known as the "fatigue" or the Hallwachs effect.
Again the study of this obscure phenomenon has resulted in ar.
unexpected practical return. Hallwachs found that a plate coat-
ed with CuS preserved ir a small airtight chamber shoved a photo-
electric activity, that was constent over long periods of time.
On this he based a method of photo-electric photometry In
;C'1 7 -O 1
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which the intensity of radiation wes measured by the saturation
current through a photo-electrical cell containing copper oxide
as a substance sensitive to light. This method was used by R.
Liedemann in an investigation of the radiation from an arc lamp.
Elster and Geitel who had already suggested the use of a. zinc
sphere for the photometry of ultra-violet light, have described
a photo-electric cell designed for the measurement of the inten-
sity of sunlight or daylight. In this case the sensitive surface
is of potassium placed in an atmosphere of argon or helium to
secure permanence. Bergenvitz and Raymond have constructed photo-
electric photometers for the measurement of solar radiation. This
method they say has not been fully appreciated.
Elster and Geitel in 1890 found that a magnetic field diminished
the photo-electric current, when the experiments were carried out
in a gas at low pressure. It was from the results of this experi-
ment that J.J. Thomson (1899) and a little later Lenard, Meritt
and Stewart proved that the carriers of negative electricity, when
the metal plate is illuminated in a good vacuum, are the same as
the cathode ^ays of the Crookes tube and consist of negative elect-
rons which have a mass of l/l700 of a hydrogen atom, and carry a
charge which is equal to the elementary charge in electrolyte conn-
ection.
Branley concluded that in certain cases positive electricity
was discharged from an illumine.ted plate, which theory was oppos-
ite to that of most experimenters. If a piece of zinc were irrad-
ated by the light from the sparks of en induction coll placed safe-
ly near to it, the loss of charge was found to be nearly as rapid for
a positive as for a negative charge. Experiments by Elster and
Geitel have shown that the losa observed in such cases is due to
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to the dissipation of the negative charges induced on neighbor-
ing bodies, which pre illuminated by light from the spark either
directly or after reflection fi-om the plate under test. The neg-
ative ions so produced move up to the illuminated plate under
the influence of the electric field, and neutralize the positive
charge. LeBon, also proved that a positive electrified body could
be discharged by illuminating a metal plate in its neighborhood.
Dember using the highest attainable vacuum indicated that pos-
itively charged particles are expelled in small numbers from an
illuminated plate made of metal, these are similiar in their be-
haviour to the"canal" rays in a vacuum, and are probably metal
atoms from which a negative electron has been liberated.
In the last ten years much progress has been made in the study
of the photo-electric phenomena by carrying out experiments in
a high vacuum. Two principal rathods of experiment have been emp-
loyed; the piste which is to be illuminated may be connected to
an electroscope or electrometer and the positive potential which
it acquires under the influence of light measured, while surround-
ing bodies are kept at the potential of the earth or the current
flowing between the illuminated plate and a parallel plate may
be measured by a galvanometer or electrometer when a known diff-
ernece of potential is maintained between the two plates. The first
method gives information as to the maximum velocity of electrons
leaving the illuminated plate, for the positive potential rises
until it attains a value sufficiently great to prevent the most
rapidly moving electrons from escaping. The second method meas-
ures the number of electrons leaving the illuminated surface.
The number of electrons depends on the strength of the magnetic
field.
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If the field is such as to retard the motion of the electrons
away from the plate, only those the velocity of which is suff-
iciently great will escape, if on the other hand an accelerating
field is applied the numbers leaving the plate will rise to a
maximum value, so that for further increases in the potential the
current becomes approximately constant. By plotting the current
against the potential a "velocity distribution" curve is obtained
from which the proportion of electrons leaving the plate vrith any
assigned velocity can be deduced.
A scientific study of the photo-electric processes is based on
measurements of the number and velocity of the liberated electrons
for varying experimental conditions.
The early experimenters all worked at atmospheric pressure. Ex-
periments carried out in a good vacuum by Varley, Unwin, Lienhop,
Dember, Millikan, Winchester and Ladenburg prove that apart from
secondary actions, both the number of electrons emitted and their
velocity of emission are independent of the temperature, whether
the temperature is lov; as secured by liquid or up to the temperat-
ure at which a discharge takes place without illuminating the plate
Experiments in a vacuum, in which the intensity of the incident
light is varied, led to two important conclusions ;( I ) that the vel-
ocity of electrons is independent of the intensity of light and (2)
the number of electrons emitted is directly propc* tional to the in-
tensity of light.
Lenard proved the first result. Others verified the results; Mil
ikan, Ladenburg, Elster, Geitel, and J.R. Wright.
The second result was confirmed by Elster, Geitel, Lenard, Laden
burg, Hermann and Kichtmeyer and holds good over a "ide range of
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light intensities. There is no indication of a limiting value
below which the light is inactive.
The discovery that in certain cases, the photo-electric effect
depends on the orientation of the plane of polarisation of the
incident light was me.de by Elster and Geitel in IB94. In using
the liquid alloy of sodium and potassium and allowing polarised
white light to fall upon the surface at an angle of 45°, they
found a maximum current when the electric vector in the light wave
was vibrating in the plane »f incidence.
Much attention has been recently given to the relationship of
the ph»to-elec trie phenomenon to the wpve length of the exciting
light,.
The experiments of Elster and Geitel with the alkali metals
indicate a maximum photo-electric effect for light belonging to
the visible part of the spectrum. However quantitative me? surement
s
of the specific photo-electric activity, that is, the activity
for unit light intensity for unit light intensity for metals test-
ed with ultra-violet light, show an effect that increases as the
wave length diminishes. This seeming discrepancy has been explained
through the work of Pohl and Fringsheim. They also showed that
for very short wave lengths the substances which show a selective
photo-electric effect behave in the same way as those which show
only a normal effect. The selective effect according to Fohl and
Pringsheim is due to a resonance phenomenon, but the wave lengths
that are effective in producing the selective emission extend
over a very wide region in the spectrum. Pohl and rringsheim how-
ever recently shown that the maximum Is much morv strongly mark-
ed if the energy if the light absorbed is ecu sidered instead «f

the energy of the light which is incident to the surface. The
latest experiments of Compton and Richardson indicate that the
"normal" photo-electric effect reaches a maximum similiar to
that reached by the "selective effect", but farther out in the
ultra-violet light region of the spectrum.
Recent investigations of Richardson, Compton end Hughes prove
conclusively that the maximum energy of emission is a linear
function of the frequency of light.
A very good instance of extra-pclation is afforded by the
employment of the formula deduced from experiments on ultra-
violet light to calculate the wave-length of Rontgen radiation
assuming this to behave in the same way as ultra-violet light
of extremely short wave-length, The value so calculpted is T 82
-9
x IC ergs and is in good agreement with that obtained from ob-
servation in the interference fringes produced by reflecting the
radiation from a crystal of rock salt.
So far I have considered the experimental facts from a hist-
orical point od view without mentioning many of the theories,
that have bsnn put forward to account for the emission of electron
from atoms of matter subject to the influence of light waves.
Eefore discussing the various theories, I wild describe the
types of the photo-electric cell.
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DISCUSSION OF TYPE I
(a) Historical and development.
(b) Characteristics,
(1) Relation of photo-electric
(2) Relation of photo-electric
(3) Relation of photo-electric
(4) Relation of photo-electric
(5) Relation of photo-electric
(6) Fatigue,
(c) Theory explaining action.
(d) Uses,
effect to light intensity,
effect to light wave length,
effect to temperature,
effect to the angle of light,
effect to the voltage applied.
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TYPE I
(a) Historical and development.
This cell is considered first because of its great simplic-
ity. The most sensitive cells are those in which the photo-el-
ectric metal is a layer of Na or K, prepared by distilling in
vacuo as follows :-
A glass bulb 4 cm. in diameter is blown with three side-tubes
A, B, and C. A brass wire is sealed in B, and from B a side tube
leads to the pump through a ground glass joint, so that the whole
cell may be rotated
. On A is sealed the quartz (or Fluorite)
window with red sealing wax. D is a platinum electrode bent over
until it touches the interior of the glass surface to insure con-
tact with a layer of Na. The cell is throoughly cleaned with

chromic acid and alcohol and dried. A small glass capsule is stuff-
ed full of clean mastall i'c sodium (of course covered with the oxide)
and this capsule is placed in tube C which is then sealed. The cell
is then connected to the pumps by means of a ground glass joint and
is exhausted. With the tube A vertically upside down so that the
quartz window may be immersed in water, the whole cell is heated
all over with a flame of a small blast lamp as hot as advisable,
(too hot to touch). The pumps are running all the while to take
away any gases which may be driven from the glass surface, and the
cell is then allowed to cool. When cool it is rotated in the posit-
ion shown in the figure. The quartz window is protected now by an
asbestos shield and is kept cool by a wad of cotton which is kept
wet. By a careful manipulation of the small blast lamp the sodium
is distilled up through a constriction E (which must be of even
thickness and well annealed. ) Soon the whole interior of the bulb
is covered with a layer of sodium. A glance into the cell shows that
the interior is covered with a beautiful deposit of white droplets.
When the layer is fairly opaque to transmitted light, enough sodium
has passed over, and the distillation is stopped.
During the distillation E must be kept very hot, but care must
be taken that no Na vapor condenses on the quartz window. The pumps
must be kept running during the entire process for the Na gives off
hydrogen in large quantities. The constriction E must be finally
heated enough to clean the glass entirely of any Na, and then the
tube C may be sealed off. Unless E is clean, the seal will crack
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upon cooling. Finally the cell is sealed off from the pumps. This
method yields an extremely sensitive cell.
The explanation of experiments on gases, as I have said before,
is always simpler than the interpretation on solids and liquids. Thi
is due to the comparatively simple conception of the physical state
of a gas which is explained in the kinetic theory of gases.
The question as to whether gases show any photo-electric ect-
ivity is a very important one. In this experiment isolated mol-
ecules are dealt with and information as to the modes of liberat-
ion of the electrons from the molecule is desired.
In case some of the molecules of a gas lose negative electrons
when irradated by ultra-violet light it is expected that the gas
would show increased conductivity. At ordinary pressures the elect-
ron will probably soon become attached to another molecule, form-
ing a negative ion, while the molecule from it which escaped will
act as a positive ion. Thus the gas will be ionised.
In experimenting on gases, Lenard Used ultra-violet light of
short wave-length, derived from a spark between aluminum terminals.
The light passed through a layer of air 2 mm. thick and through a
quartz window. To prevent any photo-electric action from the surf-
aces on which the light fell, they were covered with soap and water.
A charged conductor outside the quartz window lost a positive charge
more rapidly than a negative. This was explained by assuming a great
er velocity for the negative ion than for the positive. Accord-
ing to Lenard, air, oxygen, carbonic acid gas, hydrogen and coal
gas are all ionised in thid way.
J.J. Thomson has critised these results, he holds that the small
velocities of the positive ions observed by Lenard points to the
presence of dust particles on small drops of impure water. Bloch
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has investigated the question experimentally and attributes len-
ard's result to dust particles in the gas. Stark also disagrees
with Lenard's conclusions, on the grounds that light would have
very small intensity for wave lengths less than 180 juyi. But light
of greater wave length is not absorbed by hrdrogen, which accord-
ing to Lenard shows as much ionisation as carbonis acid gas,
Kunz and Stebbins constructed a simple photo-electric cell. A
thin mirror of alkali metal was distilled into a cell while the
silver mirror was colled with ice, and an atmosphere of hydrogen
then introduced. The best results were obtained with rubidium in
an atmosphere of neon. These cells showed a very marked dark cur-
rent.
In 1920 T.W. Case discovered the "thalofide cell". Thalofide
is a laboratory preparation of thallium-oxy-sulfide which he dis-
covered to be photo-electrically sensitive. The material after
careful preparation, is fused upon a disk of quartz about 2 cm,
in diameter, and placed in an evacuated glass tube. The sensitiv-
ity is greatly increased in a vacuum, which preserves the life of
the material by preventing oxidation. This cell shows maximum sen-
sitiveness to light of wave length of about 10,000 A, Some of thee
best cells lower their dark resistance by 50^ in 0.06 foot candle,
when the light source is a tungsten filament. The dark resistance
of different cells may be from 5 megohms to 500 megohms. The in-
duction and deduction periods of the cell are very small, Hans
Thirring of the University of Vienna has experimented on the self
discharge of photo-electric cells in the dark, and the question of
the active radiation of potassium. He attributes the self discharge
of photo-electric cells to a volta effect. The cells act a:
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galvanic elements with an e.m.f. of 2.8 v and an internal resist-
12
ance of the order 10 ohms. Prom the magnitude of this resistance
a weak ionization inside the cell is concluded. The conclusion is
in agreement with the observations of other investigations includ-
ing the radioactivity of K.
Dember studied the phenomena of photo-electric fatigue in the
cells of Elster and Geitel filled with pure hydrogen and having
a cathode made of (I) sodium and (2) of a sodium potassium alloy.
It is concluded that the decrease in sensitiveness is not due to
the oxidation oft the metal of the cathode, nor to the corrosion nor
to the action of light, but that the chief factor is probably a
change in pressure at which the photo-electric effect is at a maxim-
um, a decrease of pressure would therefore cause the cell to be
less sensitive.
T. Rosenthal of Munich experimented on photo-electric gas cells
with large currents. Photo-electric cells of Rb-H and Rb-He were
studied to determine the current through them as a function of the
potential applied. Very intense illumination was given to these
cells. These cells have almost no lag and the author finds that
they are used to rectify very small alternating currents.
Edward L. Nichols and Ernest Merritt in the Cornall Phys.Rev.
described a method using the photo-electric cell in photometry,
These cells are capable of making quantitative measurements of the
variation of light given out by phosphorescent bodies, and even
the large light intensities (as from the sun) by using a portable
galvanometer.
H.E. Ives studied the wave length sensibility curves of potassium
photo-electric cells. Nine cells were studied. No two sensibility
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curves are alike either in position of the maximum or in longer
wave limit. It was concluded that the photo-electric cell has
not been developed sufficiently to be reliable for photometric
work.
H.E. Ives also experimented on the illumination current relat-
ionships in potassium photo-electric cells. His preliminary results
differed from those of previous observers. The photo-electric current
is not proportional to the intensity of light falling on a cell,
under all conditions. This divergency is due to two spurious currents
present in the dark, one due to the contact difference of potent-
ial between the K and the Pt., the other due to conduction over the
surface of the glass, in cells as usually constructed. This leak-
age may be entirely eliminated by using a section of Co glass in
the tube and metal guard rings. The final form of the cells was the
result of experiments on eleven different forms. A theoretical dis-
cussion leads to the conclusion that the commom manner of using the
quadrant electrometer as a current measuring device is valid only
if the relation of sensibility to applied voltage is such that the
largest charge acquired by the electrometer does not change the
potential difference in the rest of the system. Each cell Studied -
showed a different type of current illumination curve.
Hence the linear relation when found is accidental. This is a
contradiction of all researches which have hitherto been consider-
ed. Instead the realation is a complicated function of the voltage,
electrode distance and pressure. It is concluded that the gas fill-
ed photo-electric cells do not possess the qualities most desirable
in a physical photometer.
The fact that light from near the cathode of a vacuum tube con-
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tains a large proportion of waves of extremely short wave lengths
(less than 180 u.u.) has been proved by Schumann. The effect of
this radiation was first investigated by P. Palmer, who found that
considerable ionization of air is produced by waves shorter than
185 u.u., and that amount increases as the wave-length decreases.
Lyman has shown that the radiation issuing through a fluorite
window from a vacuum tube containing hydrogen at 2 mm. pressure,
ionizes the air just outside the window. If this air is blown
against a charged plate connected to an electroscope, the latter
rapidly loses its charge. A piece of microscope cover glass 2mm.
thick placed on a fluorite window is sufficient to resume the
effect. The active rays are largely absorbed within I mm. of the
window 0.4 mm. thick into a small box, through which a current of
dry dust free gas was made to flow. The gas then flowed between
the two concentric cylindrical tubes, the outer charged to 100
volts, the inner connected to an electroscope.
With air the natural leak was increased as much as 16 times
by ultra-violet light.
With H the leak increased as much as 150 times by the ultra-
2
violet light.
The ultra-violet light is absorbed more strongly by coal gas.
The greater portion of the effective ultra-violet light came from
quite close to the anode.
Further experiments were carried out by Hughes, who states that
the ionization of air by ultra-violet light sets in at about wave-
length 135 u.u. If it is assumed that this critical wave-length is
associated with the oxygen of the air, and that Einstein's formula
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with Planck's constant car be applied to this case. The ionizing
potential may be calculated and is found to be 9.2 v. This agrees
well with the value 9.0 v. found for oxygen by Franck and Hertz.
Lyman does not agree with the conclusion of Eughes in regard
to his theory of the ionization of air. Palmer has found a small
but definite volume ionization using the light from a mercury
arc. Bloch thinks that ionization is produced by the light from
an arc in quartz, by light the wave-length of which is longer than
F. Palmer has studied carefully the volume ionization produced
in a gas by light of very short wave-length. The source of the
light was a discharge tube containing hydrogen. There were strong
charge tube through a window of clear white fluorite into a "screen
cell" containing oxygen. By changing the pressure of Og in this
cell more or lefw effective rays could be cut off. From this cell
the light passed through a second fluorite window into an ioniz-
ation chamber, and thence, with the ions there produced, into the
testing cylinders. The surfaces exposed to light were coated with
a soap solution to eliminate the Hallwachs effect. Marked ionizat-
ion was shown in air and 2 » practically none in Ng. This may be
due to strong absorption in nitrogen for wave-lengths between 150
fu.n. and 130 u.u. The extremely small ionization observed with H
proves that the effects with air and other gases cannot be due to
photo-electric action at the surfaces of the ionization chambers
ot to the dust.
Palmer states that if a gas in the luminous states emits rays
which are photo-electrically active, it might be expected, if the
emission of electrons is a resonance effect, that the same gas ex-
light passed from a dis-
2
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posed to these particular rays would show a greater photo-electric
action than when it is exposed to rays from other sources of light.
To test this point Cannegieter made an apparatus consisting of a
discharge tube, an absorption space, and an ionization chamber.
Each part was airtight, and could be filled with any desired gas.
No selective effect of the kind sought for was observed in these
experiments.
Lenard and Raumsauer showed that because of the presence of
small traces of impurities the effects are very often complicated.
The experimental results already recorded showed that ionizat-
ion will be produced in the atmosphere of the earth by the solar
rays. In the outer regions of the atmosphere there will be direct
ionization of the gases through the action of the extreme ultra-
violet rays and somewhat lower down there will be indirect ioniz-
ation due to the presence of dust particles which show photo-el-
ectric activity for longer wave-lengths. There will also be the
formation of condensation nuclei, such as drops of H formed
2 2
from water vapor under the influence of ultra-violet light.
Tfcese complicated effects were produced in the atmosphere by
sunlight and also to a certain extent by cathode radiation. Imp-
ortant and interesting investigations in connection with meteoro-
logical phenomenon and the propagation of electromagnetic waves
around the world have been observed,, Marconi in 1902 observed mark-
ed difference in the transmission of electro-magnetic waves over
long distance by day and night. Striking effects have been found
about the zime of sunrise and sunset. Eccles has observed corres-
ponding diurnal variations in the number and intensity of the

natural wave-trains, or"stays" received at particular stations.
'Phis remarkable property depends on the changes in the state of
ionization in the atmosphere according to Eccles. At sea level,
the air is only slightly ionized, while at the height of a few
miles it has been found by observation from balloons that ioniza-
tion is sometimes 20 times that at the surface. At greater heights
the ionization is doubtless still larger*
The study of photo-electric phenomemon would b c greatly facil-
itated were it possible to study conveniently ionization by light
in a gas or vapour. The ionization of gases can only be produced
by ultra-violet light of very short wave-length.
Few vapors are known in which the ionization car, be produced
by the action of visible light. Na vapor shows increased
conductivity when illuminated by ordinary light. Stark has
shown there is a true photo-electric effect in case of
anthracene, diphracene, diphonyl-methane, naphthylamine and
diphenylamine. The light producing ionization has wave-length
between 180 and 580 P^P" Steubing has shown that fluorescing
mercury vapor is ionized. Iodine vapor, though it absorbs
much light, shows no increase in conductivity when illuminated.
^Tiiddington examined fluorescing vapor, but no trace of ionization
could be detected even when the applied electrical field was
almost enough to produce discharge. In this experiment the
light from an arc lamp appears to have been filtered through the
glass wall of the tube, so that no short wave lengths were
made use of.
S. Owen and H. Pealing found ^hat when moist air or oxygen
containing iodine vapor is illuminated, uncharged nuclei are
produced which are very unstable, and disappear in a few seconds
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in the dark.
The production of uncharged condensation nuclei in the presence
of vapors is regarded as a photo-chemical effect, which is only
indirectly related to ohoto-elec trie action. Such cases have
been studied by Tyndall, Aitken and 0. T. R. ,,rilson.
With a view to detecting ionization due to photo-electric
action, Hughes examined the vapours of CSjgj r0g, S11CI4 and zinc
ethyl. The source of light was a mercury arc in quartz and the
ionization chamber was provided with a quartz window. 'Hie
shortest wave length being employed was 184.9 In no
case was any ionization detected.
Hallwachs found that the effect for CuO and CugO was of the
same order as tha^ for Cu . .Similar remarks apply to PBO2 . W.
Wilson found that PbfV> had a photo-electric effect which was
about equal to that of Al and one quarter of that of Ag. A
carbon arc was used by both. Hughes found that CuO gave a
marked photo-electric effect, which was about l/lOO of the
effect for distilled metals, like Fb, ?,n , etc. Distilled metals
give much bigser effects than metals which have been exposed to
air. It will be noticed that all oxides mentioned are good
conductors of electricity.
according to Goldmann and Kalandyck's experiments one may
conclude that sulphur is photo-electric with wave lengths
longer than 2000^.So one would expect the photo-electric
effect of a sulphide to set in between this limit and that of
a metal.
The most systematic experiments ori the sulphides are those of
Rhode. He found that the photo-electric current from a
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sulphide depended very largely on its compactness. Chemically
prepared sulphides were found to be much less active than the
mineral s
•
W. Wilson found AgS was from two to three times as active as
Kg. In both cases only ultra-violet rays were effective,
Schmidt obtained very little effect with CaS, BaS . and SrS, but
very big effects with their sulphides in which the metals were
not so strongly basic. The corresponding sulphates were not
photo-elec trically active at all, hence the addition of oxygen
to the molecule shifts the long wave-length limit beyond the r^nge
of the light used.
The halogen salts have been known to be photo-electric for
more time. Pochettino gives the copper halides in order of their
photo-electric effect as Cu^, CuBr2, ^u^l 2 and CtiFS-
rphis is
the order in increasing stability and of decreasing photo-elec mic
effect.
Schmidt found that stable salts NaCl, NaBr, Nal and NaF were
not Photo-electric with the light from a spark, while big effects
were obtained with AgCl, AgBr and Agl. A large number of
sulphates, and their salts, usually regarded as more stRble
salts, e?ve ^o photo-electric effect.
'Phe photo-electric experiments on Agl are of special interest
as the silver halides are peculiar in their behavior towards
light. Scholl found Agl, a poor conductor in the dark, and
became a much better conductor when illuminated.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHOTO*ELECTRIC CELL.
In spite of the large amount of research on the subject, the
status of the problem of the photo-electric behavoir of metals
which have been thoroughly cleaned of occluded erases seems to be
still an uncertain one.
The principal points of disagreement between the various observ-
ers lies not so much In the experimental facts observed as in the
conclusions drawn from them and in the explanations offered. '^here
seems to be at least three questions upon whi -h the experimenters
in this field are divided, namely; (l) the old problem of Aether the
observed decrease in the photo-current with outgassing continues
indefinitely or whether it is possible to reach a limiting state
characteristic of the cleaned metal itself. (2) the question as to
which if any of tiie many observed values of the photo-electric
threshold may be accepted as the true value characteristic of
platinum, (?) the problem of formulating a theory to explain the
effects of gases and to account for the observed results.
Interesting reviews in this field have been written by '"elo (Phys.
Rev. 12,25 (1P18), rToodruff ( Phys . Rev. 26,655 (1925), and
Piersol, (Phys. *ev. 8,238 (1916).
There are certain recognized characteristics of the photo-electric
cell which I will now de cribe.
(a) TiiE RELATION BETWEEN PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT AND LIGHT INTENSITY
The photo-electric effect with very weak light has been
investigated, when light intensity falls below a certain small
value, the photo-electric effect diminished very rapidly or
altogether.
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Elster and Geltel first shewed that £i proportionality existed
between the photo-electric current from a potassium surface
(in vacuo) and the intensity of light.
Elster and Geitel investigated the smallest amount of light
which would produce a measureable photo-electric effect. For
this purpose the:/" used a very sensitive K eell which had been treated
by a glow discharge to increase its sensitiveness. The oresence
of a small quantity of argon in which ionization by collision
could be produced in the cell eunabled them to d eal with currents
•
,rhich were 100 times larger than the current carried by photo-
elecrons from the surface. The sensitiveness of this cell to
blue light was not inferior to the human eye in its most sensitive
condition. It was concluded that blue light imparting 3 x 10
-7 ergs per sec. per sq. cm. of the potassium surface produced
a measurable photo-electric current of 5 x 10~15 amperes
The relation between photo-electric current and the intensity
of light was investigated by Lenard, who assumed that the intensity
varied inversely as the square of the distance between the source
and detector.
Indirect support was given to Lenard' s conclusion by experiments
carried out by Ladenburg in which the angle of incidence of the
light was varied by rotating the steel mirror upon which the
light fell. If the value of the photo-electric current is
divided by the cosine of the angle of incidence, the result is
constant within the limits of experimental error. These experiments
were carried out in a vacuum.

From the phove figure it is evident that the photo-electric
current is directly proporti jnel to the illumination.
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RELATION OF PHOTO - ELECTR IC EFFECT *ND TEMPERATURE
Several investigations have been made to see whether the maxim-
um velocities of emission of photo-electrons depend on the temper-
ature of the illuminated surface. Ladenburg found 'hat the velocit-
ies of the rhoto-electrons from Au,Pt and Ir were independent of the
temperature up to 800 degrees C. Knnz found this to be the case for
Na-K alloy (no temperature range '-as given). Willikan experimented
with eleven metals from 15 degrees to 125 degrees and Lienhop for
temperatures down to - ISO degrees and got the same results as
Ladenburg. This shows that the velocities of emission of photo-
electrons are independent of the temperature of the illuminated
surface over a wide range. :\t higher temperatures there ore more
electrons moving towards the surface with velocities sufficient
to make it an e^sy matter to pull them through. It is more
probable that the photo-electron comes from the nolecule, in
which the forces tending to keep the electron inside very
either very slowly, or not at all with the temperature.
Lee A. Rridges in the March 1927 issue of the Physical Review
reports that »t temperatures between 1100 degrees C«(at which the
thermionic emission is .iust perceptible) and 1250 degrees ( above
which the thermionic emission swamps the photo-electric current) the
value of the photo-electric current was obtained by subtracting the
electrometer reading obtained when the light from the arc was foc-
used on the specimen, which was platinum. The results show that for
thoroughly outgassed platinum the ordinary assumed independence
of the photo-electric effect of the temperature holds accurately
for temperatures below about 500 degrees C. u e states that an
increase in the temperature of the specimen above this point caused the
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current to rise, slowly at first and then more rapidly until 1200 C,
at this temperature it is practically double its value at room temp-
erature. The plotted curve of temperature and photo-electric current
is found below.
\ <• *r\ V V- w\ vj NT ^_
Bridges concluded that an increase in the photo-electric current
with riae in temperature might be caused (a) by increase in the
number of free electrons in the metal made available for ejection
by the incident light, (b) by a decrease in the surface work funct-
ion, or (c) by an increase in the initial energy of the electrons.
In the case of (b) and (o) the increase should be accompanied by a
shift in the long wave limit, while no shift would occur if the in-
crease were produced by (a) alone.
Relation of photo-electric effect to incident light
Kxperincnts have shown that there is a great difference between the
alkali metals and others in the way in which their photo-electric sen-
sitiveness depends on the wave-length of light. As the wave-length dec
reases, the photo-electric sensitiveness of each alkali metal reach"::
a maximum at a particular wave-length and then diminishes again.
J 3^ I 0-0 J" c
— c
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The alkali metals possess still another peculiarity the sensitive-
ness depends very much upon the state of polarisation of light,
'lie photo-electric effect in the alkali metals may be regarded as
the superposition of two distinct effects, the M normal" effect and
the" selective" effect. The"no-H-nal * photo-electric effect in-
ereases with decreasing- wave-length ana aoes not aepenu on trie
state of polarisation of light except in so far as this affects
the amount of light absorbed. ,nhe " s elec tive" photo-electric
effect which appears when light is polarised in the paralled plane
and ther over a limited range of wave-lengths. The number of
electrons liberated in the "selective" effect by unit energy in the
light is much greater than in the "normal" effect. All metals
possess a normal effect, the "selective" effect has only been shown
to exist for a few metals mainly of the alkali group.
(4) RELATION OF THE 1H0T0-ELECTRIC EFFECT TO THE ANGLE OF LIGHT
rTie entire series of alloys of >Ta and K have been investigated
with respect to the relative values of the photo-electric current
produced by light polarised with the electric vector in and at
right angles to the plane of incidence. The pure metals when
molten exhibit values below 3 for the ratio of the 2 emissions;
the alloys show three maxima at composition a proximately 20, 50
and 90 atomic percent of Na, with value from 10 to 30 for the
ratio, the minima between show low values approximating these for
the pure metal. 'Hie maxima and minima of the ratio of emissions
are due to complicated variations in magnitude of 1 he two emission
compared.
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Elster and Geitel ( Arm. d . Physil LII, p. 433, 1884) discovered
that the photo-electric emiss ion from the liquid equimolecular
alloy Na and K is sreatly altered in amount when the plane of
polarization of the (obliquely incident) lie-tit is varied, "hey
do not appear to have investigated alloys of other proportions than
those of the eouimolecular one. Pohl and Pringsheim, who studied ^he
photo-electric properties of this alloy, as well as that of the
pure alkali metals separately, worked under the belief the hierh ratio,
of the emission occurring when the light is polarised &nd
when the electric vector first in, then perpendicular to the
plane of incidence (" selective" and"normal" effects) was a
characteristic of the pure metals as well. Subsequent work has
however shown that pure Na and K in the liquid, form do not
exhibit ( at least in the visible spectrum) the high ratio effect
found in the equimolecular alloy. It becomes therefore of interest
to> learn how the photo-electric properties particularly the ratio
of emissions defined above, vary with the relative proportion
of Na and K in the alloy.
Ives and Stillwell ( Phy. Rey- TTarch 1927) report the ratio of
photo-electric emissions for excitation by obliquely incident light
polarize in two directions ("selective" and "normal'') as a
function of atomic ^ in Na anri K alloy.
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The variation of the radiation sensitivity of a potftaeitan"
hydride cell with the voltage applied to the electrodes is shown
in thi figure below. In making this test the cell was exposed
to light from a monochromatic illuminator. The intensity of the
light was kept constant while the voltage which was applied to
the cell was varied. The critical voltage of this cell was about
230 volts. It is of interest to note the rapid ch.F-.nge in radiation
sensitivity near the critical voltage. Hence if a high sensitivity
is not required, it is advisable to use a lower voltage since the
effects of a slight variation in voltage will be less perceptible
at a lower voltage.
Variation in radiation sensitivity of a photo-electric cell with
change in applied voltage.
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PHOTO-ELECTRIC Fr.TIGUE
rPhe photo-electric sensitiveness of a recently exposed metallic
surface decreases with the lime. ,;ihis phenomenon is called photo-
electric fatigue. It may be accounted for in many ways, e.g. (l) A
chemical change such as oxidation of the surface, (Knoblauch). (2)
A physical change of the metal itself, as, for example a
roughening of the surface. (5) An electrical change in the formation
of an electrical double layer (Lenard). (4.) a disintegration of the
metal due ot the expulsion of elctrons by light, ( l<arnsay and Spencer)
(5) A change in the surface film of the gas, or in the gas occluded
in the metal. (Hallwach).
It has been found that the fatigue progresses at the same rate
whether the metal is illuminated or not. Neither did the presence
of an electric field, assisting or retarding the photo-electric
current have any effect on the rate of fatigue.
Photo-electric fatigue was noticed by Hoor, when a freshly
polished plate of Zm 'as illuminated by an arc lamp for 20 zee,
A dimunition of 35. 4< took place in a charge communicated to an
electroscope in connection with it. With copper the dimunition
as 37#, with brass, 38°/o. After the plates were exposed for
48 hours in the open air the diminution in the charge was about
the same for all three metals, 10%,
Hertz noticed in his experiments that the illuminated metal
terminals between which the spark was to pass required careful
polishing; ( tarnished terminals showed no increase in the spark
length when illuminated by ultra-violet light.)
TJlmann found that fatigue is much more rapid with Zn than with
Cu. While the presence of water vapor has but little effect on the

fatigue of Ou, it increases with the rate of fatigue for Zn«
Becker contrary to lilmanr finds that the water vapor has the
power of arresting the f -tigue which once more proceeds on the
removal of water vepor.
nllen found for Zn, and Hallwachs for and Ft, that the
fat i sue was of the same order in hydrogen as in air.
Several reasearches have been carried on in regard to photo-
electric fatigue in vacuo, Millikan and ' inchester found there was
no fatigue in vacuo for eleven metals tested. That fatigue does
not occur in permanently sealed cells is supported by the fact that
such cells are regarded as reliable instruments for measuring
light intensity,
0. M. Corbino and G. C. ^rabachi showed that after the interr-
uption of ^he light that strikes a photo-electric cell subject to
tension, there subsists a residual current, still measurable after
periods of time of the order of hundreths of a second and which
decreases with the time the more rapidly as the tension applied
is higher. ' ith tensions of about fifty volts this residual
current measures 0.05 sec. After interruption of the light it
still has a value of 0.0035 of the normal value. Hie residual
current is due not to subsequent emission of ions by metal, but to
the persistence in the cell of ions formed by impact. ''hese,
before being transferred to the electrodes create other ions, and
thus set up a reaidation in the process of elimination.
hi though there has been much experimenting done on photo-
electric fatigue, its nature seems to be still obscure. 'en
more research work is done on the emission and absorption
of photo-electrons It is hoped by many of ^he experimenters that
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will te of Inestimable value in time in more elearly distinguishing betwe
between phosphorescence and fluorescence.
r
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(c) Theory explaining action
The photo-electric cnll consists of a glass envelope contain-
ing a photo-electrically sensitive surface which may be for ex-
ample of potassium hydride, '."he surface is prepared in vacuo from
highly purified metallic potassium. The potassium surface is con-
verted to potassium hydride by a special sensitizing process.
The sensitive surface is the negative terminal of the cell. The
grid or anode is the positive terminal. When the cell is properly
connected the light shines upon the sensitive surface, electrons
are emitted from this surface and are attracted to the grid. The
number of electrons emitted per unit of time is proportional to
the area and intensity of illumination of the sensitive surface end
is also dependent upon the color of the light.
The cell is extremely sensitive to light and variations in in-
tensity and color of light transform optical effects into variation
of an electric circuit. The cell responds to th^se effects with ex-
treme rapidity and a high degree of precision.
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(a) Uses
The applications of the alkali metal hydride photo-electric
cells to scientific, Industrial and commercial processes are
practically unlimited. In many operations in which the human
eye cannot be used, the photoelectric cell performs, consist-
ently and accurately. Cnly a few of Its many applications are
listed below;
(1) Transmission of photographs by wire and radio.
(2) Improved recording of sound or. talking machine records.
(3) Reproduction of sound in talking moving pictures.
(4) Television- the transmission of moving pictures.
(5) Laboratory and stellar photcr.ietry
.
(3) Operation of elec tro-magne tic relays.
a. Control of artificial illuminatior in factories,
drafting rooms, etc.
b. The operation of fire alarms.
c. The inspection of materials for flaws.
d. The sorting of materials according to color.
e. Hie grading of cloth.
The photo-olectric cell may be used as a precision radiometer
for a limited clas.c of investigations. It has beer used ir. stellar
photometry in the measurement of the variation in brightness of
variable stars. The cell is also used as a variable source of pot-
ential and is used in electrostf t ics
.
Reference:
Leaflet- Chicago Apparatus Co.
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Diagram Showing The Application of the G-M Pko to-elec trie
Cell
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Th© ab#v© diagram shows a one cell stage resistance e >upl©«i
amplifier used in connection with a photo-electric cell t©
operate a relay. This circuit is applicable t© many practical
operations.Vl-cr: the cell is dark the grid bias is varied "by ad-
justment of the lower potentiometer until little or no current
flows in the plate circuit. When the cell is illuminated the sen-
sitiv« surfac© acquires a positive charge which is applied to the
grid. The increased plate current operates the electromagnetic re-
lay. This relay circuit can bo used t© regulate artificial illumin-
ation— that is, to close the lighting circuit switch when the inten
sity of the natural illumination falls b©l©jr a predetermined value.
Another interesting and useful application is its uso as an optic-
ally controlled counting device. With this simple mechanism it is
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LAmp
to accurately record tho number of times a shadow is cast upon
a given point whether it be in front of a store window or in a
laboratory •xporiment.
In the figure above is shown a simple photo-electric photo-
meter circuit for the comparative measurement of light intensi-
ties. This simple apparatus can be used to compare the intensit-
ies; *f various light sources, to measure the illumination at any
point in a room, to measure the reflecting power of glass, metal s,
etc., and in a variety of other experiments in which o
t
uanti tati ve
data of value can be obtained. In this circuit a sensitive galvan-
ometer, a high resistance, and a battery are connected in series with
the photo-electric cell.TVhen a sensitive recording meter is used
in the place of the galvanometer, a permane»t record of fluctuation
in daylight or other light can be obtained.

DISCUSSION OF TYPE II
(a) Historical and development.
(b) Characteristics.
(1) Relation of photo-electric effect' to light intensity.
(2) Relation of photo-electric effect to wave length.
(3) Fatigue.
(c) theory explaining action.
(d) Uses.
Discus sior. :- Relation of both types.
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TYPE II
(a) Historical and Development.
The activity of many of the aniline dyes was noticed soon after
the discovery of the photo-electric effect. Stoletow observer! a
discharge from solutions of eosin, fluorescence in NH~, fuchsin,
and aniline violet; in a latter paper he refers to the extreme sen-
sibility of fuchsin and aniline <?reen and violet, whether in the
solid state or in solution. Hallwachs observed the activity of so-
lutions in water of fuchsin, cyanin, iodine green also of KTJO3
,
HCOOH and aniline.
G. C. Schmidt also mane experiments on the aniline dyes, eosin,
fuchsin, methyl violet, malachite green, and magdalared. In the
solid state these all showed photo-electric activity. In solution
the results were very difficult to interpret.
Fuchsin and methyl violet are not very different in chemical
constitution, yet there are marked differences in the photo-elec-
tricity. Maltchite green showed an activity in all four solvents.
0. Knobloch has published a lengthy list showing- the photo-
electric discharge from various organic substances including: a
large number of aniline d^es*
Fuchsine has been found to be photo-electric when dissolved
in water, but not when dissolved in alcohol, while both solutions
are fluorescent, The explanation has been e-iven in Rhode's ex-
periments. rPhe reflecting power of a surface 1" a fresh aqueous
solution of fuchsine or methyl violet increases with its age.
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In fact a film of solid dye separates out, as can he shown hy draw-
ing a glass rod through the surface, on which a ,1 agged tear is
left. Rhode's method or recording the growth of the film was to
suspend a sheet of metal in the solution of fuchsine or methyl
violet hy a fine wire. Torsion was gradually applied until the
surface film was torn. The photo-electric effect increased with
age
.
Stark and Steubing investigated the photo-electric effect and
fluorescence of a large number of organic substances. The photo-
electric effect of some of the substances changed rapidly with ex-
posure to light-- (Mercury lamp) owing to chemical changes produced
by light. In such cases, only the initial effect was taken as the
real effect of that particular substance. The authors conclude
that, in general, the more intense the fluorescence, the greater
the photo-electric effect, and consequently that the photo-electric
effect and fluorescence in the organic substances investigated are
fundamentally connected.
Fauli adopted a new way of studying phosphorescence and photo-
electric current. 'Hie ratio of the intensity of the fluorescent
light to that of the exciting light was studied as a function of
its relation to the wave-length of the exciting light at the same
time the photo-electric effect was investigated. Organic fluores-
cent solids were laid on a shallow tray which wa? connected to an
electrometer. Around this tray was a cylindrical electrode, which
could be raised to any desired potential. On illuminating these
fluorescent substances they all showed very marked ac tino-dielec trie
effects. After a time the actinic-dielectric effect disappears,
leaving the photo-electric effect, provided the field is favorable,
to the escape of negative electricity. The ac tino-d ielec trie
effect is independent of the field. Taking a zinc plate as a
a
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standard of reference and calling: its photo-electric effect
2000, the most active fluorescent substance was anthracene with 10,
and the least active eosine with 1.2.
Byk and Bo rch and Pochettino have observe^ a photo-effect in
anthracene. The former devised a new method to overcome the
difficulty met with in their experiments by the high insulating
power of anthracene. Pochettino applied the term "fatigue" to the
falling off of the photo-electric effect of anthracene during ex-
posure to light. Fatigue in anthracene is quite a different
thine from fatigue in metals. '['he so-called fatigue in anthracene
is merely due to its insulating properties, which cause it to charge
up until its potential becomes almost equal to that of the oppos-
ing electrode, and then the photo-electric current ceases.
Stark looked for an increased conductivity in a fluorescing
solution of anthracene in benzol and hexane , but with negative
results
.
Stark has shown in a number of cases, the benzene <ierivat.es
possess two absorption bands with which fluorescent bands are
associated.
The increased conductivity of dyes when illuminated has been
investigated by Goldmann. It was found that an electromotive
force (about 2 volt) was produced in a capillary layer of the
dye solution, bounded by an electrode.
Lenard and Saeland have made an extensive examination of the
photo-electric properties of a certain class of phosphorescent bo-
dies. These substances -/ere previously studied by Lenard and
Klatt, consist of a sulphide of Ca, Sr or Ba, a trace of an added
metal such as Bi, N|, or Pb, and a flux such as Fag S04 or Na 2 B4 7
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which are all fused together. Such a substance called a "phosphor"
is very phosphorescent. The photo-electric activity differs very
much between different "phosphors", and even the same one may
have its activity altered very much by imperceptible surface chances.
T^e most active one calcium sulphide, with bismuth as the added
metal, gives nearly as big a photo-electric effect as polished mag-
nes 1 um.
The difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence ap-
pears to be this. In phosphorescence, the electrons get away
beyond the sphere of influence of the "centre and as electrons re-
turn to a polarised "centre" an emission of light occurs whose
period is determined by the disturbance produced as the electron
settles down to its equilibrium position in the "centre."
Photo-electric effect accompanies phosphorescence but does not
as a rule accompany fluorescence.
Inorganic colloids like As and Sb trisulphides , exhibit similar
behaviour. The formation of a surface film does not always pro-
ceed parallel with the photo-electric effect.
Coblentz prepared and tested various Mo sulphides. It was
found that photo-electric sensitivity is inherent in MoS alone,
artificial preparations whether by wet or by dry process having far
less sensitivity than sensitive spots of the natural mineral.
Sensitive mineral appears to have a higher Fe content than the non-
sensitive material. Slow heat treatment of molybdenite has no per-
manent effect upon the sensitiveness up to 500°C, at 600°C, it is per
manently decreased and it 1s destro:.red at 700°C. The heat treatment
of stibnite has no effect, even on fusing except a possible shift
of the maximum sensitiveness, of the longer wave-lengths.

Allen Garrison (J. Phys . Chera. 29, 58-67, 1925) describes the
behaviour of Ag I in a photovoltaic cells.
The light-sensitive electrode studied consisted of a 2 by 3
cm. plate, one side of which had been coated thinly and uniformly
with molten Aec I, and the other side with paraffin. The As ac-
ted only as an inert metallic support for the apparently amorphous
Ag I. Its e.m.f. with reference to a darkened 0.1 N HffCl2 electrode
was determined when illuminated by light of different wave lengths
and intensities 0.1 NH4 NO3 usually being the electrolyte. In cont-
rast to the Ag-Ag halide electrode its photo potential was always
provided it was not metallic, As deposited on it from long ex-
posure to light. If this occurred, its properties were those of an
electrode prepared in metallic Ag. The maximum photo-potential was
not proportional to the light intensity, but became almost constant
at high intensities. The rate of rise of the potential was propor-
tional to the light intensity at the beginning of the illumination.
This was true for light of any color* An investigation of the
effect of light of different colors in bands of various widths
showed that white light has the largest effect, tor a fixed in-
tensity of light the rate of photochemical change decreased as the
light became more nearly monochromatic. A newly prepared electrode,
which had not been illuminated previously, was scarcely sensitive
to red light, although sensitive to the blue region. However, illu-
mination in the blue region sensitized the electrode to the red.
The Ag I in the thin layer in the electrode probably discharges I
into the solution and Ag in the surface of the Ag. This results in
a photo-potential until a little Ag comes in contact with the
solution. A theory cf the action of light on this decomposition
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is suggested and based on the assumption that the rise of potent-
ial when exposed to light is a measure of the increased number
of Agl molecules which have been electrically charged by pola-
arized light.
The formation of, and the photo-electric properties of Cu
electrodes have been studied by A.D. Garrison. (J. Phys. Chem.
27, 601-2, 1923.)
The following experimental facts have been established. A Cu
2
°
coated electrode which when illuminated becomes positive to a
neutral solution may be made to become negative be increasing
the density of the oxide coating. A Cu
g
coating is slowly formed
on Cu when it is left standing in meutrsl solution for a long time
in contact with air and as a result electrodes which have only
a positive effect at first slowly develop the negative effect on
contact with air or . A high concentration of H ions causes des-
truction of Cu 0. A higher concentration is required in the dark
2
than in such a direction that the oxide coating at the exposed
electrodes is destroyed. An electrode which has a negative light
effect in a neutral electrolyte may be made to have a positive ef-
fect by increasing the concentration of the H ions in solution and
vice versa* In electrodes having a negative light effect, increase in
the cupric-ion concentration of the solution reduces the negative
effect but does not produce a positive effect. The initial max-
imum negative phota-potential is approximately proportional to the
intensity of the light for low intensities but beyond a certain
intensity is constant. With increasing intensity of illumination
the Dositive effect increases as the logarithm of the intensity.
The maximum negative effect was of the order of magnitude 90. 3v.
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The properties of Cu
g
O electrodes were explained on the basis of the
assumption that the light shifts the equilibrium constant of the
reaction Cu
g
O (solid) CugO (dissolved) 2 Cu©
.
causing the oxide
to behave as though its solubility were increased in the light.
Wilderman found that a galvanic cell is frequently produced,
where similiar electrodes are placed in a solution and one of the
electrodes is exposed to the action of light e.g., Ag electrodes
in AgNO solution. Its e.ra.f, however, was found to be very small,
3
-6
usually less than 100 x 10 volts and extreme precautions were ne-
cessary to obtain reproducible results. By means of regulating
devices a constant light sources was obtained with an acetylene
lamp and also with a more powerful arc lamp, the intensity being
measured during each series of measurements with a Reubens thermo-
pile. The electrodes were prepared from pure silver and copper
Dlates ; these were carefully polished and one side of each was
coated with shellac and paraffin. Even after these were short-
circuited in the dark for several days there was usually a con-
stant difference of potential between the two electrodes, but this did
-6
not exceed 10 x 10 volts in the case of silver plates. The plates
an- solutions were placed in a vessel with quartz -windows in a ther-
mostat and light had to pass through 8 or 10 cm. of water before
reaching the elctrode. The current produced by the action of
light was measured with a sensitive galvanometer; the total resist-
in the circuit was also measured, and the e.m.f. calculated.
The resistance was made large- in order to have as small a current
as possible. All galvanometer reading were recorded by the photo-
graphic method, and the records (28 Dlates) are published with the
article. A small e.m.f. was produced owing to the heating effect
of the light. This thermal effect was determined experimentally and
the correction (0 to IO^b) applied in each case. It is interesting
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to note that in the cases already investigated the current produced
by the action of light always flowed in the same direction as the
thermal current. There were two classes of cells, irreversible and
reversible, i.e., those which became polarized and those which did
not. Ag electrodes in AgNO^ solution gave a cell which was reversible
with respect to the cation; Ag-AgCl electrodes in a chloride solution,
a cell reversible with respect to the anion. Another cell of the
latter type, consisting of copper-copDer oxide electrodes in NaOH
solution gave a much larger e.m.f. from the other cells, but the
electrodes were more difficult to prepare and the difference of
potential in the dark much greater. In these and similiar reversible
cells the current flowed from the illuminated electrode through
the solution to the dark electrode. Under the action of the light
the e.m.f. slowly increases to a constant value, and decreased
slowly to the original value when the light was withdrawn. The two
periods of slow change were called induction and deduction
periods. In case of irreversible cells, e.g. Ag electrodes in
KC1 solution, or Ag, Ag, Bi electrodes in KiiO solution, the results
3
are somewhat similiar, but during the induction period the e.m.f.
changes in a complicated manner, owing to the action of two oppos-
ing forces, viz. that due to the action of light, and that due to
polarization. The author was thus able to explain the extraor-
dinary results of Becquerel and toenchin, as e.g. the passage of the
current first in one direction and then in the other.
The investigation of the reversible cells proved that the e.m.f.
(after the induction period) was proportional to the intensity of
light. It was independent of the nature of the salt solution i.e.
Of the AgNO in the Agj-AgNOj cell, and of the KC1 In the Ag-AgCl-
3
KC1 cell. It was also independent of the nature of the cation (or
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anion) in a cell that was reversible with respect to the other ion.
Furthermore, the cell consisting of Hg-Hg Cl
g
in KC1 or HaCl solution
gave no e.m.f. and showed no induction period, from which it follows
that there is no aporeciable difference of potential between the
chloride solution in the light and in the dark. The author, there-
fore, concludes that the difference of potential produced by the ac-
tion of light is due solely to a change in the solution pressure of
the electrode. The result that the e.m.f. is proportional to the in-
tensity of light is considered by the author to be a striking confir-
mation of the following general laws of photochemistry previously
derived by him. (Ibid., 42, 257 (1902). viz, that a chemical equi-
librium in any system, heterogenous or homogenous, when displaced
by light at constant temperature follows the same lav/ (after the
induction period) as in the dark. Other investigators have adopted
the law that the velocity of a chemical reaction catalyzed by light
is proportional to the intensity of the light; this the author
replaces by the lav/ that the work done by the light is prooortional
to its intensity. finally the author points out that the law of
the rate of solution of a salt demonstrated by ftoyes and Whitney
and by Nernst and Brunner is simply a special case of a more general
law previously derived by him, which relates to the kinetics of any
heterogeneous reaction and which is independent of the hypothesis
of diffusion.
Tilestead worked with photo-electric cells with uranous and
uranyl sulphates. Experiments in darkness show that a bare or plati-
nized Pt. electrode dipping into a mixture of uranous and uranyl
sulphates give the true reversible potential of the oxidation reduc-
tion process. The uranous and uranyl absorption curves were det-
ermined and showed a dependence on the concentration. This is as-
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cribed to electrolytic dissociation. The greater photo-effect is
caused by the blue and violet portion of the spectrum i.e. 484-423 ji.ji
R. Greenbach (1925) describes the role of ionization in cells
containing fluorescent liquids. In his experiments he used K salts of
a strong acid, e.g. the salt of sulpinofluorene . The results con-
firm the generalization already made and indicate the necessity of
introducing electrolytic dissociation into the theory of the elec-
tromotive force of absorption.
"
Halban and Heribrant studied the application of the ohoto-ele ctric
cell to the measurement of light absorbed in solutions. An arrange-
ment is describe- d and illustrated diagrammatically, by means of
which light absorption in solution can be rapidly and accurately
ascertained with the help of photo-electric alkali metal cells,
It has been shown that v/ith a constant source of light (nitra)
lamp and a Ma or K photo-electric cell, the method may be applied
to measure, in the spectral region between 300 and 630 ^uyi. If a
quartz lamp is used as a source of light, the arrangement described
may be advantageously employed for measurement In the ultra-violet
up to 253 ii.ii. In illustration of yellow (C
rhVC0) P : C(C fiH sC0) P
G. E. Thompson (Phys. Rev. 5, 43-52, 1915) describes photo-active
cells with fluorescent electrolytes. Two cells were used, a Pt.
foil eel] and a Ag film cell. Light was allowed to shine on one
electrode until the maximum amount of current was obtained and this
value was used in comparing the photo-activity of the solutions.
Curves are given showing growth and decay of current and effect of
the wave-length of exciting light. Fluorescein was the most fluores-
cent of the substances used, but gave a current too weak to measure
when excited by a Mernst Glower. hhodamine BX gave the largest
effect, rhodamlne R , rhodamine RRR and tetrabromofluorescln gave
and of C14 H. are given.
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measurable currents. Of several solvents tried, only absolute EtOH
dissolved sufficient substances to give a good effect, and it alone
was used i'or experimen ts. Curves for growth and decay of current
are similar to those for growths and decay of fluorescence. Of 10
metals tried for electrodes, only ft, Au, Ag, an<J oxidized Cu gave
measurable effects. The position of the maximum effect does not dep
end on the material of the electrodes; but upon the material in
solution.
All the curves show maximum photo-electric current at approxi-
mately the maximum absorption region. The experiments do not show
any close connection between the photo-electric current anc flu-
orescence. Two methods of increasing the fluorescence did not in-
crease the current.
Percy Hodge worked with fluorescent electrolytes. He investi-
gated the change of electrical resistance of a fluorescent solu-
tion during light emission and has shown that such an effect occurs.
The work has not progressed so far that the phenomenon is exolained
but the following failures have been shown, using solutions a solu-
tion of eosin in absolute alcohol as the electrolyte; (1) the light
which excited the fluorescence, must strike the electrodes, {ft) to
produce a change in resistance, (2) the electrode effects are usu-
ally of opposite sign for the anode and cathode (3) the effect
varies with the impressed e.m.f. (4) the electrodes themselves
are photoactive.
The phenomena discovered here resembles that found in the cell
of Type III which I will describe later, namely, the change in re-
s is tance
.
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(b) Characteristics of Type II
(I) Relation of Photo-electric Effect to Light Intensity
Sttrk and Sfceubing investigated the photo-electric effect and
fluorescence of a large number of organic substances. The photo-
electric effect of some of the substances changed rapidly with ex-
posure to the light (mercury lamp) owing to chemical changes pro-
duced by light. In such cases only the initial effect was taken as
the real effect of that particular substance. The intensity of the
fluorescence and the magnitude of the photo-electric effect of
the substances investigated. The authors conclude that the more
intense the fluorescence , ' the greater the photo-electric effect, and
consequently that the photo-electric effect and influorescence in the
organie substances investigated are fundamentally connected. It was
found that a distinction must be made between fluorescence and the
photo-electric effect.
Garrison in his description of the behaviour of Agl says that
the maximum photo-potential is not proportional to the light inten-
sity, but became almost constant at high intensities. The rate of
use of the potential was proportional to the light intensities. The
rate of use of the potential was proportional to the light intensity
at the beginning of the illumination. This was true for light of any
color. An incestigation of the effect of light of different colors in
bands of various widths showed that white light has the largest effect.
For a fixed Intensity of light the rate of photo-chemical change de-
creased as the light became more nearly monochromatic. A newly
prepared electrode which had not been illuminated previously, was
scarcely sensitive to red light, although sensitive to the blue
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region. However, illumination in the blue region sensitized the
electrode to the red.
Garrison also in working with Cuo electrodes found that a Cu2 2
coating was slowly formed on copper when it was left standing in
neutral solution for a long time in contact with air and as a result
electrodes which have only a positive effect at first slowly develop
the negative effect on contact with air and Og. He found that the max-
imum negative photo-potential is approximately proportional to the in-
tensity of light for low intensities but beyond a certain intensity
is constant. With increasing of illumination the positive effect in-
creases as the logarithm of the intensity.
Wildermuth in the investigation of reversible cells proved that
the e.m.f. (after the induction period) was proportional to the in-
tensity of light,
Other investigations have adopted the law that the velocity of a
chemical reaction catalyzed by light is proportional to the intensity
of the light; this the author replaces by the law that the work done
by light is proportional to its intensity.
(2) Relation of Photo-electric Effect to Wave-length
A photo-electric effect always increases with decreasing wave-length.
Hughes found that a layer of anthracene distilled in vacuo gave off
photo-electrons when illuminated by light from a mercury lamp. The crit-
ical wave-length at which the effect sets in for anthracene is between
2150 ju.p. and 2200 u.u. The k is of the same order for anthracene as
for metals points to the identity of the photo-electric process, wheth-
er in metals or in organic bodies of very different chemical constit-
ution .
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Volmer obtained some useful results from experiments on
anthracene in vacuo does not give off photo-electrons unless it
is illuminated by wave-lengths shorter than 2250 With wave-lengths
longer than 2250
^•H* tnere * 3 no trace of conductivity due to a
volume ionization of the fluorescing anthracene solution. Light of
wave-length longer than 2250 j^'j1 * was found to increase the conduct-
ivity of solid anthracene, but did not produce a photo-electric effect.
When wave-lengths shorter than 2250 j^*^* ar e used the solution
is found to acquire a conductivity due to volume ionization. With
short wave-lengths the slightest trace of anthracene in the hexane
produces a very marked increase in the conductivity on illumination,
the order being 100-300 times.
The region producing fluorescence in anthracene, 4000-2250
j
1
*^*
does not produce photo-electric effects. It seeme very unlikely that
anthracene vapor is ionised by light of wave-lengths greater than 2200
jj.u. the limit for the solid anthracene, but quite a long range, ex-
tending to the visible, produces a fluorescence.
( Z ) Fatigue
Pochettino applied the term "fatigue" to the falling off of the
photo-electric effect of anthracene during exposure to light. Hughes
thinks that it is better to avoid the use of the term in this conn-
ection, as fatigue in anthracene is merely due to its insulating pow-
ers which cause it to charge up until its potential becomes almost
equal to that of the opposing electrode, and then the photo-electric
current ceases.
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(4) Theory of Action
The explanation of experiments on gases is not as difficult
as the interpretation of solids and liquids. This is due to
the comparatively simple conception of the physical state of
a gas which we have in the kinetic theory of gases. The conception
of the molecular state of a solid or liquid is much less def-
ined and precise, but the difficulty of explaining the re-
ults is considerably increased by the necessity of taking inter-
molecular forces into account in any explanation which aims
at completeness. Discharges habe been observed from solids or
solutions of eosin, fluorescein in NH
,
fuchsin, and aniline
violet, cyanin, iodine green, and also of KNO^, HCOOH and others.
Solid films are formed om aqueous solutions of various organie
dyes. These films gradually increase in strength up to a definite
limit. The film manifests photo-electric activity. The phenomena
is not due to an oxidation process. The formation of a surface
film does not always proceed parallel with the photo-electric effect,
unless the film is in very thin layers the activity diminishes with
the time. This is attributed to the high insulating powers of the
solid which permits the accumulation of a positive charge upon the
surl ace
•
(5) Uses
The work in regard to this cell so far has been highly theoretic-
al. The photo-electric discharges from a number of dyes and phosphor-
escent substances has been recorded. The reflecting powers of aqueous
solutions of many substances has been studied. They will undoubtedly
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will be of inestimable value in time in more clearly distinguishing
between phosphorescence and fluorescence.
Discussion
The cells of type I and type II differ in that th« cell of typel
is made up of a glass envelope cortaining a photo-elec tricel] y sen-
sitive substance on the surface Which is prepared in vacuo* The sen-
sitive surface is the negative terminal., The anode or platinum is
the positive terminal. When this cell is properly connected light
shines on the sensitive surface and electrons are emitted from tlii£
surface and ar^ attracted from the grid. The number of electrons
emittei per mill of time is proportional to the area and intensity
of illumination of the sensitive surface and is also d^.endent upon
the color of light.
Type IT contains a solution. The majority are solutions of aniline
dyes. Different solutions vary in photo-electric activity as do diff-
erent metals in type I. The sensitive film in type II is at the surface
of the solution when a film of solid dye separates out and has a re-
flecting power. The photo-electric effect of this substance increaser
with age. The photo-electric effect of some substances changes rap-
idly with exposure to light. It has been found that an electromotive
force (about 2 volt) was produced in a capillary layer of the dye
solution bounded by an electrode. In the cese of Ag electrodes In
AgKC^ solution it was found that the e.m.f. found was very small.
These films gradually increase in strength up to a definite limit.
In the case of inorganic oolloldfl like As and Sb trltnlphidai the
formation of a surfac-j film does not always proceed parallel with
K lr*.P, mi '
(
.
t
-
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the photo-electric effect, unless the film is in very thin layers and
activity diminishes with the time. There Pre many uses for the cells
that belong to the first type, but the work of the cells of the second
type hfis so far been highly theoretical.

DISCUSSION OF TYPE III
(a) Historical and development,
(h) Characteristics.
(1) Relation of voltage to intensity f light.
(2) Relation of voltage to the wave length of light.
(3) Relation of voltage to the angle of light.
(4) Relation of voltage to the temperature.
(5) Relation between the resists nee of selarium and the
voltage.
(c) Theory explaining action.
(d) Uses.
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TYPE III
(a) Historical and development
Selenium crystals, copper oxide, thallium sulphide and
a few other substances change in electrical resistance
when illuminated. When such a cell, in circuit with a low
voltage battery and a sensitive galvanometer, is in the dark
there is little or no deflection, for the resistance of the
cell is more than a million ohms. Upon illumination, however,
this resistance may fall to only ten to twenty-five percent
of its value in the dark, with a resulting galvanometer deflect-
ion proportional to the light intensity. Time is usually requir-
ed for a cell to regain its initial sensitiveness after exposure
the more intense the light, the longer is the time of recovery.
Cells made of different substances are more sensitive to lights
of different colors. By employing a large number of light sen-
sitive cells, it is possible to transmit a picture by telegraph,
but the process is complicated and has been superceded by bet-
ter ones.
The discovery of the action of light on selenium is due to
Willoughby Smith and his assistant May. Being desirious of obt-
aining a suitable high resistance for use in submarine cables
the former instituted experiments on selenium, in the course
of which remarkable fluctuations were observed. "It was on the
12 th of February, 1873 that the Society of Telegraph Engineers
received a communication from Mr. Willoughby Smith, one of its
members, of an observation made first by Mr, May, a telegraph
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clerk of Valentia. A stick of crystalline selenium offered
considerable less resistance to «. battery current when exposed
to light than when kept in the dark."
Hughes found that the selenium cell gave off photo-elect-
rons when illuminated by the light from a mercury lamp. He
found that the same law for velocity and frequency held for
selenium as for metals.
W.E. Story, Jr. (Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc. 15, 827-47,1920)
has given an account of some of the practical uses for the
selenium cell. Diagrams of arrangements for the purpose of
using the selenium cell for measuring the c.p. of incandescent
lamps «.re given. Diagrams and curves are given showing the
application of the photo-electric cell to the selection of
condenser system for use in motion picture projection. He states
some of the advantages of the photo-electric cell are as follows;
"(I) Freedom from the personal judgement of the operator. (2)
Flexibility of sensitivity over a considerable range by changes
in the applied potential. (3) Possibility of controlling accur-
ately large quantities of energy through the operation of rel-
ays by the amplified cell current. (4) Automatic registering
of changes in illumination with the change of some other quantity
such as distance, area, shaDe , etc. and even time and potential
under certain conditions. (5) And the comparison of lamps with-
out necessity of a potential. The most important limitations of
the cell are; (I) A gradual and yet not wholly explained sens-
itivity with time. (2) A color sensitivity differing from the eye.
(3) The difficulties of insulation always met with in dealing with
very small currents.

T.W. Case (Trans. Am. Electro-Chem. Soc. 31, 1917 )
has described a cuprous oxide photo-chemical cell, a Cu
(Cu 0) Ag. Gu (HGOO)^ effect of the mineral cuprite. The
cell has been arranged to give a.c. of various amplitudes
and frequencies. Experiments indicate that the life may be
continuous and that its elements will not disintegrate. The
action of the cell may be explained on the basis of oxidation
of CuQ to CuO. T. are appears to be no relation between the
sign of the light action and the color of the heated copper
plates. If one of the highly polished copper electrodes is
kept in the dark and the other illuminated one becomes the
anode and develops E.M.F. up to O.II V. The current finally
drops to 0, but by rotating the cell so that the plates -.re
alternately light and dark, the current flows again and the
E.M.F* reaches a maximum value.
Fournier d'Albe has written an interesting account about the
optophone (selenium cell). This device is put on the market as
alternative of raised type systems and also to ennable the read
ing of ordinary print by the blind. The page is fixed face down-
ward on «. glass plate, under which oscillates an optical
system on a rocker arm. The image of a small straight fila-
ment is focused in the plane of a perforated rotating disk rad-
ially across its circle of holes. The light falls on the printed
matter as 5 bright spots or"scala" each pulsating according to the
velocity «nd perforations of the disk. In series with a battery
and telephone receiver is a Se cell or bridge, which receives only
light reflected from the. Thus the intermittent illumination
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of the Se cell gives a note for each spot, and the sound is an
indication of the particular letter.
Black sounding, i.e. white as silence is obtained by using a
second Se cell directly activated but connected to oppose the
main cell. By adjusting the relative potential difference the tel.
is silent when all the"Scala" on white and corresponding notes
are sounded as they move over black letters.
Alan A.C. Swinton worked with the galvanic cell which reverses
its polarity when illuminated. When two plates, one of C or Cu
and the other of tinned copper on one surface are immersed in tap
water, the Se plate is positive to C or Cu in the dark and neg-
ative the moment it is illuminated.
C.A. Stille (1912) has described a photo-electric light sen-
sitive cell in which one electrode is pure Ag plate, the other
is an Al plate coated with an alloy of Sn and Se and acetone is
used as the electrolyte.
In another article written the following year Stille des-
cribes in light sensitive galvanic batteries a cell comprising
2 Al electrodes and the electrolyte, having one electrode coated
with an alloy of Au and Se. An Al electrode to be coated with
an alloy is first coated with molten Se, and then heated re-
peatedly to 200° C. until this becomes crystalline, and has a
silver gray appearance. After the plate has cooled to 90° C, a
thin layer of Au is apolled, such as Au leaf, and the plate is
heated to 170° C, it then shines like brass. The cell is applic-
able for use in photo-telegraphy, the image being divided into
strips which _re exposed step by step. Exposure to light produc-
es a proportional chemical effect in the cell; this reverses
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when the exposure is stopped.
Lloyd Logan (Ind. Eng. Chem. 15, 40-3, 1923) favors the
use of the selenium cell, the alkali metal cell and the
thalofide cell, sensitive only to a limited range of 'wave-length
lengths instead of the bolometer, the radio-micrometer and
the thermopile w&ich are not selective. He discusses the means
of applyimg the above three selective cells to the checking
and maintaining certain characteristics of the intermediate
and final products, (I) quantity of product or number of prod-
uction, (3) quality of product and, (4) chemical comparison
by physical properties.
In an article entitled "Photometric Measurement of Colored
Bunsen Flames" by Beckman and Waentig description is given of
a new form of centrifugal pulverizer. The whole apparatus was
arranged so that the gas, air and salt were under exact control.
It was found that a change of ion as Sr changed the shade of the
flame. Foreign salts, coloring as well as none coloring change
the intensity of the coloring very much. The change in intens-
ity varies very much with the mixture of salt added and also with
the atomic weight of the cation. Results vary with the kind of ion
and cation used, as the results with Na were just the opposite
of those obtained with 0a. Study was also made of the effect of
the Sp.Gr. of the solution used. The electrical condition and
its relation to the intensity of the flome was gone into but
it is very doubtful whether any definite relation whatever exists
between them.C.F. Elwell has experimented with the Case thalofide
cell, and finds it good for low light intensity work, e.g. 10.5 ft.
candles. He a] so states that the Ba photo-electric cell used for
high intensity light measurements is adaptable to measurement
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of visual light intensities,
Upon looking for a photo-electric effect from the oxide coat-
ed filaments of high vacuum audion bulbs Case found a slight act-
ion and traced it to the elements Ba, Sr and possibly Ca. A slight
trace of CU destroys the action. Cells were constructed with each
metal separately. The maximum spectral sensitivity of the Ca cell
was in the blue, for Ba it was in the light red and orange and the
Sr cell had its maximum in the green. The photo-electric current
from the Ba cell increased about 100 times when the plate in which
Ba was coated was raised to red heat, but higher tenperatures ruined
it, perhaps because of oxidation. With either the Ba or Sr cell the
current incresed with voltage up to a certain value, after which
further increase in voltage did not affect the current for any light
intensity. It the saturation point was used and the photo-electric
action was apparently instantaneous the photo-electric current varies
with the amount of light up to 4000 ft. candles.
O.M. Corbino and J.C. Trabacchi noticed the persistence of current
in photo-electric cells after the suppression of exciting light.After
the interruption of the light that strikes a photo-electric cell
subject to tension, there subsists a residual current, still meas-
able agter periods of time of the order of hundreths of a second
and which decreases with time the more rapidly as the tension applied
is higher. With the tensions of about 50 volts this residual current
measures 0.05 sec. After the interruption of light it still has the
value of about 0.0035 of the normal value.
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(b) Characteristics
(I) Relation of voltage to light intensity
A selenium cell id of very great sensitiveness to light. Cryst-
allized selenium In filme of thickness of about 100 u.u. increased
1000 fold in conductivity on being exposed to light. The decrease
of resistance on illumination and the later recovery in the dark
are not instantaneous, but require a time that varies with the
condition of the experiment. The velocity of decrease is great-
er than that of recovery, and both vary while the phenomenon
lasts. The sensibility increases with the increase in intensity
of light especially at the beginning and for equal illumination
the sensibility varies according to the method of preparation of
the cell.
L.S. MacDowell states in the Physical Review that the recover/
curve after exposure to light varies with the color, duration
and intensity of the exciting light, increasing with the two latter.
Excitation by light requires time; hours for complete saturation.
The various differences which different cells show in regard to
excitation (form of curve, sensitiveness to different colors, etc.)
correspond to their differences in regard to recovery-
Zoltan in an article entitled the "Hallwachs Effect in the Case
of Selenium" described his investigation on the effect of light
on the conductivity of amorphous selenium (Se) and the form (Se)
which is crystalline about 317° C. The sensitiveness to light of
selenium increases with the interval since its preparation and
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faster when illuminated than when kept in darkness; moreover
it increases when the sample is positively electrified. When
negatively electrified the sensitiveness increases at first, but
later decreases and disapoears entirely. In the case of Se the
sensitiveness decreases on illumination, but increases again when
left in the dark; positive and negative electrification cause res-
pectively an increase and decrease in sensitiveness, which effects
cease spontaneously after a short time.
(2) Relation of voltage to the wave-length of light
Investigation of the effe ct of the different parts of the
spectrum on the selenium cell has shown that the most efficac-
eous rays ^re red, the maximum corresponding to a wave-length of
0.70-0.76 p-p** practically no effect being produced by the rest
of the spectrum and no other maximum being observed. The maximum
photo-electric effect of selenium always corresponds to a part-
icular, more or less complex radiation in the red, which max-
imum is not movedout of the position however, the temperature
of the lamp filaments is varied by using different sources of light.
This fact together with the almost complete absence of sensibility
at any other part of the spectrum, indicates the phenomenon is
one of true resonance, which is generated in the selenium atom
by the exciting light and on account of which the electrons are
freed, thus increasing the number of carriers of electricity, and
therefore the electrical conductivity. The radiation of maximum
effect is independent of the law of emission of the luminous source.
In this investigation it was shown that if full spectrum of the
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arc is compared with the spectrum obtained from the same light
filtered through a film of selenium deposited on thin glass plates,
and found that the latter spectrum lacked the extreme part of the
red and at the same time showed no trace of absorption lined
el sewhere
.
A.E. Pfund (Phys. Rev. 26, 324-26) finds if selenium is ex-
oosed to radiation of constant intensity, it shows a pronounced
maximum of sensibility tomlight of wave-length 700
^'j1 ' the
sensibility at that wave-length being more than four times
that beyond 630 and beyond 780 u «^« The reflecting power re-
mains almost constant ( 26 i 2#) from 500-1000 ^u.ju. The ab-
sorption of light in a thin specimen fell from 37;& at 500 ji.ji. to
b% at looo ft*!** with a sudden drop at 650 ji.ju. Trie maximum of
sensibility to light shifts slightly toward the shorter wave-
lengths with increase in intensity of light to which the sele-
nium is exposed.
(3) Relation of voltage to the angle of light.
Vonwiller used a special testing box so that the cells
could be illuminated on either side or on both sides simul-
taneously. In this way it was found that on incidence of light
the conductivity of selenium nearest the surface is increased
most, the effect, however, is not limited to an exceedingly
thin surface layer, but may extend downwards several hundreths
of I mm. The rate at which the effect falls off with the depth
varies with the light used, being much greater with green
than with red. The sensitiveness of the cells is much less for
green than for red light. These obser^a tions indicate a great
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er absorption of green than of red light.
(4) Relation of voltage to temperature
A.H. Ffund found in experimenting that the conductivity of
selenium increases up to 174°C. and then diminishes above that.
A piece of selenium which has been heated returns very slowly
in conductivity to its original value at the same temperature.
A strip of selenium possessing a considerable residual conduc-
tivity is insensible to the action of light. it would be sen-
sitive if the residual conductivity were feeble. The sensitive-
ness to different temperatures depends on this residual conduc-
tivity and on light intensities.
(5) Relation between the resistance of selenium with the vol ta
This variation between the resistance of selenium and the
voltage was investigated by E. E. Fournier P'Albe. The cond-
ition of Se depends upon the illumination and the voltage apo-
lied to it. In a Se cell incident light produces an E.ivi.F.
but not a change of resistance. Se preparations in which light
is used to effect a change of resistance are Se bridges. D f Albe
describes several of the 70 bridges used in the work.
he has found that in all cases the potential effect is
independent of the various intensity and wave-length changes made
in the incident light. The development of Joule heat is shown to
be insufficient to explain the potential effect.
Hies investigated the effect of electromotive force on the
resistance of selenium with varying E.M.F. especially as in-
fluenced by moisture and temperature. He thinks that the action
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ol' the high potential is essentially similar to that of light
or of electrical oscillation in that it sets free additional
electrons, and so increases the conductivity.
L. S. l'uacDowell concludes that the resistance varies (nearly)
inversely as the E.M.F. Electric oscillations affect the resistance
in a rather comnlicated way, which may be due to coherer effects.
G. Athanasiades in experimenting with the action of Roent-
gen rays on the electrical resistance of selenium allowed Ro-
entgen rays to fall upon a selenium cell and the distance through
which the rays pass before striking the cell was varied, and the
resistance of the cell is measured by means of a Wheatstone bridge.
In this way it was found that the change in resistance of the cell
under the influence of Roentgen radiation obeyed the same law
3S for ordinary light. This then affords a means of comp-
aring the intensities of light and Roentgen rays, or of comparing
the intensities of Roentgen rays among themselves.
L. S. MacDowell has discovered that a selenium cell recovers
more slowly from excitation by X-rays than from excitation by
light. The recovery curve is independent of the time exposure,
depending only upon the total change in resistance by exposure.
(6) Theory explaining action
The change in the electrical resistance of metallic sele-
nium when illuminated has been the subject of numerous resear-
ches, and a number of theories have been proposed for it.
Views have been given by herndt, itarc, hesechus, Schrott, Weigel,
Kruyt and Pfund. The theory of berndt and supoorted by faarc, as
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well as the modification of this by Kruyt, may be spoken of as the
chemical theory. The theory assumes that metallic selenium consists
of two modifications, a nonconducting form and a conducting form,
in dynamic equilibrium at a given temperature. The action of light
or rise in temperature displaces the equilibrium in favor of the
^5
form, this increases the conductivity. Ries argues that the sen-
sitiveness of Se to light is very nearly as great at the temperature
of liquid as at ordinary temperatures, while at such temperatures
chemical action takes place slowly, if at all. Kruyt from some
of his experiments concludes that one of the modifications has
greater densi ty than the other, and that when exposed to light
the change takes place in such a way as to decrease the density.
Ries repeated all these experiments, and then devised a number
of others to test the question more carefully, and concludes that
the only change in volume which takes place is that due to the
thermal expansion of Se. Weigel believes that the change of re-
sistance observed in Se i s really a change in resistance in the
water which may be present in the substance. This is negatived
by the fact that the most careful experiments fail to show any
change in the resistance of water due to the action of light.
Even some of Weigel 1 s own experiments indicate that the more
water there is present in Se, the smaller is the change in re-
sistance. The effect of water is so well known that most Se
cells are kept either in a vacuum or else sealed up in such a way
as to be free from the effects of moisture. According to Pfund,
Hesehus and Schrott the action of the light is to set free in the
surface layer a great number of electrons, which are responsible

for the condition. The action .--.ay be spoken of as an internal
photo-electric action. £'or light in the visible spectrum the ve-
locity with which electrons are emitted is not sufficient to allow them
to escape from the surface, but they remain free in the substance.
If this theory is true then light of different wave-lengths should
produce different effects and the effect should be greater the
shorter the wave-length. Pfund found that the effect increases
with decreasing wave-lengths as far as 70008. U., while the pe-
netration of the light into the Se becomes rapidly smaller with
o
decreasing wave-lengths as far as 7000 A.U., while for shorter
wave-lengths, it rapidly diminishes. This is explained by the
fact that the penetration of the light into the selenium becomes
rapidly smaller with decreasing wave-length. If the conducting layer
is thicker than 10 ju.u. its specific conductivity is constant but
if its thickness is less than this, the specific conductivity
decreases very rapidly indeed. The penetration of red light
Into selenium is of the order cf magnitude of 10 ju.^i. while for
blue or violet it is much less; hence the decreased effects of
the short wave-lengths on the conductivity is easily accounted
for. By increasing the intensity of light the penetration is
increased and this should be accompanied by a shift of maximum
sensitiveness toward the shorter wave-lengths. This fact was
experimentally verified by Pfund. To account for the inertia
or lag on illumination Ries points out that the electrons emitted
* under the action of light have a component of their velocity in
the direction opoosite to that of the incident light. This causes
the electrons set free at some distance below the surface to
wander slowly towaros the surface, thus lncreasl ng the conduc-
tivity, when the light is removed these wanoer back slowly, leav-

ing the surl'ace layer with a conductivity slightly greater than
the normal for some little time.
(7) Uses
T. H. Baker in the Electrician gives an illustrated descript-
ion of automatic fire or burglar's lantern in which light strikes
the cell and results in the closing of a bell circuit and the
alarm is sounded.
In various systems of photo-telegraphy the change in re-
sistance of Se with the change of intensity of light illuminating
the cell is used to actuate a recording instrument. Because of
the fact that an appreciable time is taken before the resistance
alters to the full extent for a given increase or decrease in the
illumination a single, cell offers considerable difficulties. These
difficulties may be obviated by arranging 2 cells on the opoos-
ite sides of a Wheatstone brid-e. Under proper conditions Se may
be made to respond rapidly and precisely to any alteration in the
light falling UDon it. Arrangement of apparatus for transforming
wireless oscillations to any desired amount of power by means of
two such compensated cells is possible.
The selenium cell is used in photometry, in signally apoaratus,
in light telephony and in tephotography
,
telegraphy, television and
physical research work.
One of the most valuable practical uses to which Se cells have
been put is for i'iner measurements of stellar photometry. it has
also been used in the measurements of the eclipse of the sun.
Vanadium and selenium are made use of in cancer— the basis of
this treatment is the chemical action of Se as an oxidizer.
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Summary
^he distinguishing characteristic of the photo-electric cell
is its selective sensitivity to various wave-lengths, being the
most sensitive to the ultra-violet. Thus far it has not been
possible to modify appreciably this inequality of sensitivity
for different parts of the spectrum.
The condition controlling the sensitivity cf the photo-electric
cells with alkali metals has been investigated. Conditions such as
gas pressure, electrode distance, potential difference, applied to
the electrodes, area illuminated, intensity of illumination, and
temperature of the cell have been varied. Results show that the
sensitivity wa-s increased more than 100 times by the formation of
a hydride. The sensitivity did not appear to vary much with temp-
erature. In case of hydrogen it was found that a pressure of 2 to
3 rr.tr'. of mercury produced the highest sensitivity, the optimum
electrode distance beirg 5 to 6 mm.
One object 1 oiutble characteristic cf the photo-electric cell is
its lack of direct proportionality of response (photo-electric
current) with variation in intensity of illuminatic n . Conflicting
reports have been published; some experimented having cells which
gave direct proportionality while others did not find proportional-
ity of response. However, Kunz seems to have overcome this difficult
to 3?me extent and seems able to make cells which are quite reprod-
ucible ir. their characteristics.
An outstanding difficulty that needs investigation is the var-
iation (decrer.se) in sensitivity with age. VTiile this does not
appear to be serious, it is nevertheless important to determine
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whether it is due to release of gases from the walla of the cell,
or whether the cell can be aged at the time of construction.
Many substances i re "light sensitive", for example, copper oxide,
sulphides of antimony, silver, etc.
Discharges have been observed from solids or solutions of eosin,
fluorescein in NH3, fuchsin, aniline violet, cyanin, iodine green,
also of KKQ3, HCOOH and others. Solid films are formed on aqueous
solutions of various organic dyes. These films gradually increase
in strength up to a definite limit. The film manifests photo-electric
activity. The phenomenon is not due to an oxidation process. The
formation of a surface film does not always proceed parallel with
the photo-electric effect. Unless the film is in very thin layers
the activity diminishes with the time. This is f ttributed to the
high insulating powers of the solid which permits the accumulation
of a positive charge upon the surface. The work in regard to this
cell has so far been highly theoretical.
The selenium is extraordinarily sensitive to light. Unfortunately
it has several objectionable characteristics which render it unsuit-
able for precise quantitative measurements of radiant energy. Its
sensitivity depends on heat treatment and varies not only with the
wave-length but also with the intensity of the light stimulus. In
order to use it as a precise radiometer the sensitivity of the sel-
enium cell must be calibrated from light intensity as well as for
the wave-length of incident light.
t
In addition to its sensitivity variation with intensity and wave-
length stimulus, another objectionable characteristic is its great
inertia, or slowness to recover its normal in the "dark."
Howev r it reems reasonable to assume that with improvements
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in design and technique the photo-electric cell will prove to be
of great value not only in pure science tut in investigations of
a technical character. The photo-electric cell is found to be use-
ful in rrdiometry, stellar photometry, light telephony, telegraphy,
and television.
Additional unforseen practical applications may result. As Sir
Joseph Thomson has said; "Discoveries in physics, apparently far
remote from practical applications have led to the formation of new
industries or have revolutionized old ones. But the investigator who
is imbued with the true spirit of scientific research will continue
to pursue his work for the love ot it, realizing that in the search
for El Dorado 'to travel is a better thing than to arrive, and that
true success is to labour.' "

»APPENDIX
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THE PHOTO ELECTRIC THEORY OP VISION
A large amount of experimental work has been done in connection
with the effect of radiation upon living matter.
According to Joly's theory of therme-lumineseence the latent
image of the photographic plate is built up of ionised atoms or
molecules upon which the chemical effects of the developer are
subsequently directed may be applied in other directions. He has
pointed out that in the case of a living cell "radiation may, if
carefully modulated, stimulate, or, if too intense, retard the
growth, and ultimately destroy the molecular structure required
for mitosis. He points out that the effects on the growth of the cell
superfically at least resemble the formation of the latent image.
"There seems to be no doubt that the growth of the cell is highly
sensitive to ionic concentration" and the effect of radiation is to
bring about such changes in the number of ionized molecules."
Schunck has found that the radiation of the greatest theurapeutic
value lies between 300 |u. ^u. and 225 ji. jSi*
Verhoef and Bell find that radiation of wave-length shorter than
305 |U^u.is able to injure cells by chemical action. They verified
the Bunsen-Roscoe law and the law of the inverse square of the dist-
ance as regards the symptons of photophthalmia, the painful irritation
of the eye due to exposure to ultra-violet rays.
When intermittent exposures are employed, the energy effects are
found to be additive, at least for the first 24 hours. In consequence
of absorption by the lens of the eye" "the retina of the average eye
of the adult does not receive radiation shorter than 350 u. tt« and not
much energy of shorter wave-length than 400 u. u."
The radiations that are most effective in causing sunburn, and the
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destruction of animal tissue are chiefly confined to the region
between 200 and 300|uuil.
It has been found that ultra-violet radiation such as is obtained
from the quartz mercury arc , or from the carbon or magnetic arc,
has a powerful germicidical action. The ordinary solar spectrum does
not extend much beyond 300 ^..ju* and contains no appreciable energy
of shorter wave length than 290 |u. ja.
Bovie, who studied the germicidical action of light between 250
and 300 u. u. found a mark increase in the effect for wave-lengths
shorter than 295 |u. ji. , i.e. at the end of the solar spectrum, The
penetrating power of ultra-violet radiation is much increased if
the skin is rendered anaemic by eliminating the blood by pressure.
The bactericidical action of light from the mercury arc has been
investigated by Burge, Cernovodeanu , Henri and others*
Clark and Walters
,
employing a mercury vapour lamp, and taking
the reddening of the skin as a measure of theurapeutic action, have
shown that the maximum effect if produced between wave-lengths 241
and 239 p. |u., but there is also an appreciable effect up to wave-
lengths of about 250 ^u. u. Comparison is made with the results of
Browning and Russ, who found that the germicidical action of ultra-
violet light is very marked between the limits of 296 to 210 ju. u.,
the region of maximum effectiveness being between 280 and 254 ja. u.
As the primary cause of the physiological change produced by light
is probably photo-electric action, it is not surprising that several
investigators have suggested the use of the photo-electric activity
of a metal plate in air as a means of estimating the quality and
intensity of the radiation.
According to T. H. Osgood if the therapeutic action be proport-
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ional to the reddening of the skin, then the photo-electric
activity of gold leaf can be used to estimate the value of a
given radiation, for experiment shows that gold gives little
photo-electric current beyond 260 u. u. On the other hand, if the
germicidical affect is also to be considered, a silver plate
is the most suitable to employ, although platinum or copper might
serve almost as well*
It has long been known that an electric current, properly
applied can produce the sensation of light, and, several exp-
erimenters have shown that light causes electric currents
in the retiaa. Bayliss in summing up the researches of others
says: "Respecting the results of these researches the main fact
is that, in the uninjured eye of the vertebrate the incidence
of light causes an electrical change in such a direction that
the nervous layer of the retian becomes electrically positive
to the rod and cone layer. n
In a paper on color and color-vision read before the Royal
Philosophical Society at Glasgow Dec. 1917 by C.R. Gibson, it
was suggested that the impact of aether-waves upon the cones
of the retina causes disturbance in the electrons in the chem-
ical constituents of the cones. This chemical disturbance dis-
turbs the local nervous current and stimulates the sensation of
sight. On reading this paper it occured to the Author that the
photo-electric-effect was exactly that required by the proposed
hypothesis, the disturbance postulated consisting in the liber-
ation of electrons from the light-sensitive substance. This view
was put out in a lecture delivered to the Hontgen society.
It is said that when light enters the eye photo-chemical
(
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changes take place in certain substances in the retina re-
sulting in the sensation of sight. We know as a matter of fact
that the visual purple is bleached on exposure to light, but
this is not generally regarded as the source of stimulus. In the
Author's opinion it is unecessary to assume that a photo-chemical
change is the cause of visual sensation, It is considered suff-
icient to supDose that photo-chemical change takes place in the-
chemical substances contained in rods or cones, such separation of
electrons resulting in the electrification of the nerve cells
which sets up the nervous impulses to the sensorium. The changes
in the retina in this view are identical with those in a phos-
phorescent substance or in the formation of a latent image on
a photographic plate. The after images seen in the dark after
viewing a brightly illuminated object are analogous to phos-
phorescence, the excitation of the retina being due to the sep-
aration of the electrons of the after-image to their return.
This view is supported by the fact that the sensation of sight
can be produced by an electrical stimulus and by sudden pressure*
Also it is said that to the dark adapted eye Rontgen radiations
are visible (Bossalina, 1907). H. E. Ives has been able to rep-
resent the sensitiveness of the eye tomlight of different wave-
lengths by a curve which is not unlike the curve showing the
photo-electric activity with the wave-length.
Sir Olive Lodge put forward a theory of vision which closely
resembles that proposed by Gibson and Allen. "The retina is
supposed to contain a substance the atoms of which are capable
of accumulating a few million impulses of aether-waves of lumin-
ous frequency. This causes the atom to eject one or more electrons
and it is these eledtrons rather than the original light-waves
(
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which stimulate the nerve endings." n Although the excitation of
healthy retinal nerves is primarily dependent on the energy of in-
cident light, yet the accident is as if the atoms of a retinal sub-
stance acted as accumulators, storing up and aether disturbance of
quite unphysiological frequency until a quantum has been collected, wb^n
a stimulating projectile is liberated,"
Joly, some years before the war, made experiments on the retinas
of oxen and sheep. Later Foole made various experiments with the
black pigment and rhodopsin removed from a freshly dissected bull's
eye and with the retina from a frog's eye. No permanent photo-
electricc effect was observed, but the result cannot be regarded as
refuting the photo-electric theory of vision. Such a surface
emission of electrons was hardly probable under the conditions attending
the experiments. Joly assumes that the visual purple is a photo-
electric substance. This is known as rhodopsin. This is known to
exist between the rods and cones and between the cones and the fovea.
It is generally believed that there is no rhodopsin in the fovea,
but Eldridge Green claims to have seen the unbleached rhodopsin
between the cones of the fovea and believes that vision is due
to photo-chemical action progressing in this substance.
Henri and des Bancels have shown that the retina is sensitive to
-12
an amount to light energy of the value of 5 x 10 erg. The quantum
of green light is 4 x 1012erg.
It is assumed that the outer segment of the cone is bathed in a
photo-sensitive fluid. In this the light is absorbed and electrons
are emitted with velocity depending on the frequency of light. Some
of these enter the nerve with maximum velocity and kinetic energy.
" In the cone the more intense the stimuli tap out to the brain the
sensation of color which we associate with the intensity of the
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a involved. "The interpretation of color is referred to the apprec-
iation by the nerve of the value of the quantum".
Janet Clarke has made the following hypothesis:
(1) Vision is produced by the emission of photo-electrons from a
light sensitive substance occuring in both rods and cones. This
substance shows a sensitive photo-electric effect with a maximum
corresponding to the wave-length of maximum luminosity in bright
light. (2) Quant i titive differences ( i.e. differences in luminos-
city) depend on the numbei of electrons emitted. It being
a definite fact that each wave-length causes the emission of electron
with a characteristic velocity. (3) Chromatic vision is possible only
in cones. Rhodopsin being formed in the rods alone, is therefore
concerned only with achromatic vision. It acts as a sensitizer to
dim lights, and, in the presence of the sensitizer the maximum of the
photo-electric sensitivity is shifted to the wave-length 535 lu.u.
Each cone is connected directly to the brain through one nerve
fibre, whereas several rods are connected through one fibre. When
electrons are emitted they are supposed to form negatively charged
layers around the rods and cones, which are left positively charg-
ed as in Joly f s theory of the latent image. The condensers thus
formed will at length discharge and a high frequency alternating
current will pass to the brain. It is suggested that although one
and the same photo-electric substance may be supposed to exist in
both rods and cones, their method of connection with the brain makes
color vision possible In the cones and only achromatic vision poss-
inle in the rods, 'A'he difficulty, however, which the theory does not
overcome is the explanation of trichromatism which must now be reg-
arded as a proved result of the experiment. This is according to
Allen.

m)
A comparison between the photo-sensitivity of the retina and
the photo-electric response of inanimate material has been made
by Coblentz, who came to the conclusion that the phenomenon are
only vaguely analagous to one another.
The photo-electric theory of vison has been further investiga-
ted by Sehanz, who points out that light can only act when it is
absorbed, namely in the pigment layer of the retina. The electrons
there liberated impinge on the rods and the cones with velocity
depending on the wave-length of light*
Allen says: n We may feel confident that although a full explan-
ation of color vision is still wanting, the correct theory, when
It is found, will be a photo-electric one, the number of electrons
liberated determining the intensity of sensation and their velocity
the quality or color of the light perceived.
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